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The purpose of this book is to describe certain aspects ín the production
of 'clean', i.e. checked and corrected, survey data. The red thread runníng
through thís process, as well as through this book, is the logical
structure of questionnaires. This structure in fact defines which data are
acceptable and which are not. This is of importance when the collected
survey data are being checked and corrected at a statistical offíce.
Furthermore it is of importance for the collectíon of the data themselves
through a questionnaire. The logícal structure prescribes precisely which
questions should be posed to which persons in whích order and (optionally)
which answers are simultaneously acceptable and which are not.
The logical structure of a questionnaire can be very complicated. A
questionnaire designer should have some tools at his disposal which can
help him in defining and checking the logícal structure of a questionnaire.
In the present book we shall formalize the logical structure and suggest
tests for certain aspects. These should be useful when trying to build a
computer aided questionnaire design system.
Designing and testing a questionnaire is the only activity considered in
this book which takes place prior to the field work of the survey. The
remaining topícs all deal wíth handling of the survey data, i.e. after they
have been gathered. More partícularly they deal wíth what we shall term
the survey data production process. This process aims at coding, checking
(or editíng) and correcting of survey data. The only aspect we do not
consider here is coding.
In the discussion of the survey production processes we assume that they
are largely computerízed. That is, the editing and correction of data is
done by computer and not, or only in exceptional(ly difficult) cases by
manual intervention. Such a state of affairs ís highly desirable when large
amounts of survey data have to be processed in límited time.
In the discussion of automatic data correction (imputation) we
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especially keep in mind that it should be applied in a survey data
production process. In particular this means that the statistical
procedures which might be applied should not be too complex. Furthermore
they should be computationally tractable.
The purpose of the present chapter is twofold. Each purpose is
explained in its own section. Section 0.1 presents in more detail the sort
of problems this book is about and provides a perspective from which the
present work should be seen. In section 0.2 an outline of the present work
is given.
0.1 Historícal perspectives
As a government agency responsible for the collection and dissemination of
statistical data with respect to the Dutch society, the Netherlands Central
Bureau of Statistics (CBS) carries out a great number of surveys every
year. Giant amounts of data have to be collected and processed yearly. It
is clear that these activities should flow as smoothly as possible, if one
wants to minímize the time between collection and dissemination of high
quality data.
In order to be able to reach this goal it is necessary that first of all
an insight into the important activities of these processes as well as
their organization is obtained. After this insight has been gained one can
then try to automate as many of these activíties as possible and redesign
the whole production process on the basis of these changes.
With this idea in mind a study group was initíated at CBS in the fall of
1984. The production processes of four surveys carried out at CBS were
studied first. The impression obtained was that such a process was
typically being carried out as shown schematically in exhíbit 0.1.1. No
doubt this applies to other statistical agencies as well.
-3-
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The following features of the typical production process as shown in
exhibit 0.1.1 are noteworthy:
1. The questionnaire ís hand-made and to be used for paper and pencil
interviewing.
2. The filled-out questionnaires are manually checked and corrected if
necessary prior to data entry.
3. The coding of the data is also a manual activity.
4. Data entry is batchwise by data typists, i.e. non-subject matter
experts.
5. The data are automatícally checked batchwise after data entry.
6. The correction of errors in these data is performed manually by
subject-matter experts, who indicate the corrections on computer
listings. These corrections are entered into a computer system. And the
checking and correction process is started again. On the average, ít
takes about 2 to 3 such cycles until no more errors are found (or the
process is aborted by eliminating certain data). However the cycling
process may very well take several more cycles until it ís finished.
7. Questionnaires on the one hand and programs for data entry and data
checking on the other hand, are desígned separately, and in general by
different people.
8. The meta-information, comprísing the definition of the varíables in
the questionnaire and the description of the meaning of their answer
categories, is kept separate from the questíonnaire and is not explicitly
added to the finished data set.
9. Tabulation programs and questionnaires are designed separately.
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10. Interesting information pertaining to the production process itself,
such as the number of records checked, the number of errors observed in
the records, etc. , is not systematically retained; and if ít is
retained it is not always available in an accessible form.
On the basis of these findings and with an eye toward new technological
developments which allow the possíbility of alternate forms of
interviewing, viz. using computers and telephones, the following
improvements were suggested:
1. The information on the variables etc. in a questionnaire should be
brought together into a sort of 'knowledge base'. This knowledge base
should be used as a source from which various programs, that are required
in the production process, are automatically generated. For instance, it
should be possible to generate the following programs, setups and other
output: various types of questionnaires, viz. for paper and pencil
interviewing (PAPI), computer assisted telephone interviewing (CATI) and
computer assisted personal interviewing (CAPI), data entry programs (in
case of PAPI), decoders (in case of CATI and CAPI), data editing programs
(in case of CATI and CAPI), imputation programs ( in case of CATI and
CAPI), tabulation setups for various statistical packages (such as SPSS).
2. The design process of questionnaires should be carríed out with the
sid of computers. This requires a suitable language for the
specífication of a questionnaire. The design environment should provide
assistance in checking a newly designed questionnaire; it should carry
out as many checks as are possible, in particular in relation to the
logical structure of a questionnaire. It may also prove to be very
helpful if e.g. the routing structure of a questionnaire could be drawn
automatically by the design system. Visualization of this structure is a
great aid in perceíving it globally.
3. In the PAPI case interactive data entry, combined with automatic
coding (this is optional; see also point 4.) and checking and correction
of data should be employed instead of their batchwise processing. (This
is also called computer assisted data input, abbreviated to CADI.) Using
-6-
CADI in a PAPI survey avoids lengthy and time consuming cycles in the
processing of the data. It entails a major change in the survey data
production process.
4. It should be investigated to what extent automatic data coding can be
applied. Even if this process cannot be carried out completely
automatically in all applications, i.e. without the intervention of human
experts, it still might be possible to automate it to such a degree that
a significant improvement of the speed of the coding process can be
obtained.
In exhibit 0.1.2 it is shown how a production process would look líke in
view of the suggestions for improvements stated above.
When these insights had been gained, the development of the varíous
software tools required was initiated at CBS. An important step that was
taken then was the definition of a language, chrístened BLAISE, for the
specification of questionnaires. It is essentially based on the well-known
programming language PASCAL. Soon after the inception of the idea to use a
PASCAL-like language to specify questionnaires, the implementation of a
package for computer aided design of questíonnaires was started. This
package is also called BLAISE.
The development of an automatic coding system was started at CBS within
the framework of a labour force survey 'new style' (LFS). This coding
system can be used for the coding of professions and firms. This in turn
was followed by the development of another coding system at CBS, viz. one
that is used in the family expenditure survey. It is used to code the
products people buy for consumption.
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As another part of the activities of the LFS project an automatic
imputation system was also developed, to eliminate the missing values in
incomplete records by substituting suitable values. Thís system is based
on a form of stochastic ímputatíon. LFS is suited for automatic imputation
because it is a CAPI survey. Along with the development of such an
imputatíon system a tool was constructed to test it, by generating a data
set consistíng of test records which are incomplete.
In the present book we deal with several topics in the field of survey
data processing, notably with respect to questionnaíre design and testing,
data editing and imputatíon. Our main interest is in computatíonal
aspects, although organizational and statistical aspects are considered as
well. The aím is ín the foremost place to provide a conceptual framework
to study the processing of survey data. In fact the so-called logical
structure of questionnaires is the unifying theme of the varíous topics of
this book. Within the conceptual framework developed, we derive a few
technical results. In the next section we briefly consider the
organization of the book and the contents of the respective chapters.
0.2 Outline of the book
In the present section we first give a short description of a survey data
production process. We shall only consider those elements in the process
that are of importance for our study and leave out the more practical
details. The contents of each chapter is briefly described subsequently.
We assume that a survey data production is started with the design of
the questionnaire to be used. Designing and testing a questionnaire is a
rather difficult job, ín which computers can be of great assistance. After
the questionnaíre has finally been designed, it is possible to start the
field work of the survey. The survey data can be collected in various
forms, e.g. as written informatíon or as machine readable code. But
finally they are available in a form which is suitable for further
-9-
processing. We assume that the information províded by a single respondent
ís then present in a single record. We shall now consider the processing of
such a record.
We assume that this record is automatically checked with respect to its
consistency, and corrected if necessary. The questionnaire which is used
in a survey is assumed to define what is to be considered consistent
information. The consistency checks that are carried out are the
followíng:
1. Range checks, which simply check whether the answers to individual
questions are within the respectíve ranges.
2. Routing check, to verify whether the record is in accordance with the
routing structure of the corresponding questionnaire. This structure
defines which questions will be asked to which respondents and in which
order. The routing structure can be consídered to define the syntax of
the questionnaire.
3. Edit checks. These checks are only carried out íf the questionnaire
contains certain constraints on the answers, called edits. Edits involve
at least two variables ín the questionnaire. Edits are constraints on
the answers which are in general related to the semantics of the data.
They are normally formulated by experts on (parts of) the subject of the
survey. Edits are not strictly necessary to define a questionnaire,
contrary to routing.
It is assumed that the checks are carríed out in the same order as they are
presented above. If no error is found then there is no problem. If a
record contaíns an error then it depends on the type of error which action
is undertaken. If a range check is violated, the corresponding variable is
assigned a particular missing value, viz. 'missing due to out of range'.
If the routing is found to be incorrect, a procedure is started to identify
the varíables which are possibly incorrect. These variables will also
receive certain missíng values, some of which can be identífied by (unions
of) transition sets. In fact after the routing has been checked and
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corrected, each missing value appearing in the record can be ídentified by
an appropriate transition set. An error localization procedure is also
applied when one or more edit errors have occurred. The variables which
are supposed to be in error will also receive certain missing values, which
indicate the reason for míssíngness. Such míssing values can also be
identified by appropriate transition sets. The process of eliminating
errors in a record, by replacing non-míssing values by missing ones is
called partially correctíng this record.
After these checks have been carried out on a record which initíally
contained incorrect values, it is assumed that a so-called partially
corrected record has been produced which can be 'repaired' so as to yield a
complete and correct record (with respect to the logical structure). That
is, it should be possible to substitute values for the missing values
created in the process just described. If we do not substitute these
values then we have a data file containing incomplete records. If this is
not satisfactory, then it is possible to complete the data file by applying
a so-called imputatíon procedure, in which suitable values are substituted
for the missing ones. 'Suitable' means in particular that the values should
satisfy the constraints imposed by the logical structure. Furthermore they
should be acceptable from a statistícal point of view. In exhibit 0.2.1 an
overview is given of the edit and imputation process as it is assumed in
this book.
The reason to impute values is both pragmatically and statistically
motivated. A complete file is much easier to handle than an incomplete
one. Furthermore, the decision of a statistical bureau not to complete a
file puts the responsibility (and the burden) to deal with the missing data
ín the hands of secondary data analysts. Of course, there is a danger
associated in carrying out imputations, such as to overestimate the
precision of the data. In order to avoid this, one could e.g. carry out
multiple imputatíons (see e.g. Rubin, 1987). This amounts to the
association of several imputed values with each missing one, instead of a
single one. These multiple imputed values reflect better the true nature
of a missing value, namely that it is a random variable. Although the idea
of multiple imputation is theoretically attractive, it is less so from a
-11-
practical point of view.










After this general introduction, we are in a position to discuss the
organization of the remainder of the book more closely.
In chapter 1 the logical structure of a questionnaire is formally
introduced. We start our discussion by considering questionnaires and
their building blocks, the questions, more closely. Then we define the
routing structure of a special type of questionnaire, which we shall call
Markovian. Markovian questionnaíres will be assumed throughout the book.
The next structure to be introduced is the edit structure. The routing
structure together with the edit structure comprises the logical structure
of the questionnaire.
In chapter 2 some tests are discussed to check the correctness of the
logical structure of a Markovian questionnaire. In particular we
investigate the worst-case complexity of some decision problems related to
the logical structure of a questíonnaíre.
In chapter 3 data editing is discussed. The approach given here is an
extension of those that have hitherto appeared in the literature, ín the
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sense that the routing structure of a questionnaire is explicitly taken
ínto account. The problem of localizing an error in a record is split into
three steps, as was discussed above. Localizing and correcting routing
errors can be solved in polynomial time (and space). Localizing and
correcting edit errors, is NP-hard. So it is unlikely that there ís an
efficient algorithm for localizing edit errors. Nevertheless we discuss
two procedures which have been proposed in the literature to solve this
problem ín case all domains of the variables in a questionnaire are finite.
One method is due to Fellegi and Holt and the other one to Garfinkel.
As an aid in the identifícation of variables in error in a record which
violates at least one edit, error models can be used. In chapter 3 we
briefly discuss this topic, concentrating in particular on an error model
proposed by Naus, Johnson and Montalvo. It is also shown in chapter 3 that
this model yields another edit error localization procedure. Fínally, a
probabilistic method is discussed in chapter 3, which can be viewed as an
approximation method for edit error localization.
Chapters 4 and S consider two aspects of incomplete data files in more
detail. In these chapters the logical structure of a questionnaire does not
explicitly play a role. In fact these chapters illustrate some of the
problems created by an incomplete file. Furthermore chapter 5 forms a
prelude to chapter 6, in particular to sectíon 6.2.
In chapter 4 we concentrate on two issues pertaining to databases (or
simply files) containing missing data. In the first place we attempt to
give a complete enumeration of all types of missing values that can be
found in such databases, in the light of the theory developed in thís book.
In the second place we discuss four approaches to deal with missing data in
databases, in view of manipulations performed with such databases (joining,
selecting, projecting, etc.) and when querying such a database.
In chapter 5 we consider an estimation problem in the presence of
missing data in the data set, viz. the estimatíon of a probability densíty
of a díscrete varíable y. Two approaches are discussed to attack this
problem, which are called the quasi-randomization and the label independent
-13-
approach respectively. In order to apply either of these approaches it is
necessary that the response propensities for each category of y are known,
or can be estímated.
In chapter 6 we pick up the main thread of our story, and consíder some
statistical and computational aspects with respect to imputation. In
particular we focus on several issues which are considered to be of
importance for an ímputation system which ís to be used in a survey data
production process.
In chapter 7 we formulate some conclusions that can be drawn from the
results in the previous chapters, and discuss some directions for future
research.
The book is completed by three appendices and a list of references.
Appendix A contains a few fundamental graph theoretical algoríthms, which
are used in procedures and algorithms in chapters 1, 2, 3 and 6. In
appendix B two numerical characterizations of the routing structure of a
Markovian questionnaire, viz. the balance and complexity, are discussed.
In appendix C, finally, a discussion of some ideas from discriminant
analysis is gíven, to provide the necessary background for a part of
chapter 6.
- 14 -
1. THE LOGICAL STRUCTIIRE OF A QIIESTIONNAIRE
1.1 Questionnaires
From an abstract point of view a questionnaire is a collection of questions
with a structure imposed on it. This structure, whích we shall call the
logical structure, is defined to insure that one obtains relevant and
consistent information from respondents, given a certain set of questions.
(In fact, the logical structure itself defines what is considered relevant
and consistent by the designers of the questionnaire.)
A questionnaire as it is used in a survey is a lot more than a set of
questions with a structure imposed on it. To design such a questionnaire
means that there are more aspects to consider than those related to its
logical structure. For instance the wording of its questions, the anwers
to its questions and íts physical layout (either on paper or on a screen)
are all important aspects to be considered. Such matters contribute to the
success of a questionnaire as well. But they seem to belong more to the
realm of 'art' than to that of 'science'. In the present book we shall
deal only with the logical structure of a questionnaíre. In partícular we
shall study the problems which this structure entails when desígníng a
questionnaire and when data, which constitute the answers provided by
respondents, are being checked and corrected.
The logical structure of a questionnaire consists, in its most general
form, of two components, viz.
1. The routing structure.
2. The edit structure.
The routing structure defines which questions will be asked in which order
to which respondents. The next question to be posed in an interview is
entirely determined by the answers whích have, up to that moment, been
provided by the respondent. The routing structure is an essentíal part of a
questionnaire and cannot be left out. This is different for the edit
structure, which is optíonally included in a questionnaire. The edits
- 15 -
constitute additional checks on the answers provided by respondents. They
can be introduced to increase the consistency of the answers provided by
respondents, beyond the constraints imposed by the routing structure. In
this book we shall make an explicit distinction between two types of
questionnaires, viz. questionnaires without edits and questionnaires with
edits. The fírst type shall be referred to as q-type, and the second as
qóre-type questionnaires.
As a rule the questionnaires considered ín this book are assumed to be
Markovían. This means that they have the property that each transition to
the next question depends solely on the answer to the question from which
the transitíon is made. (Note the símilarity with Markov chains, from which
the name is borrowed.) This property is common to many traditíonal
questionnaires, but not to all. In non-Markovían questionnaires, on the
contrary, a transition to the next question is, for at least one questíon,
dependent on at least two answers to previous questions. In order to avoid
technical complications we shall not consider non-Markovían questionnaires
here. So we adopt the followíng convention in this book:
Convention 1.1.1 The only questionnaires considered in this book are
Markovian questionnaires, unless explicitly stated otherwise. rrr
In the following sections of this chapter we shall define several concepts
mentioned above, as well as several unmentioned ones, more precisely. Then
we will be prepared to study various aspects of and related to the logical
structure of questionnaires.
1.2 Questions
The building blocks for questionnaíres are questions. Let the set of
questions in a given questionnaire be denoted by (vl,...,vn]. For each
question vi there is a set R1 of possible answers. Such a set will be
called a domain. Depending on the nature of its domain, we assume that the
corresponding question vi can be classífied as one of the following types:
- 16 -
a. vi is closed. In this case Ri consists of a finite and modest number
of possibílities (answer categories), which can be explicitly enumerated.
The answers to such questions shall be called precoded.
b. vi is open. In thís case Ri consists of a(very) large number of
elements, which are not explicitly enumerated. The answers to such
questions shall be called uncoded.
c. vl is partly open. In this case some of the elements in R1 are
explicítly enumerated (the precoded answers) and the rest is not (the
uncoded answers).
In the discussion below we shall identify 'questions' also with
'varíables', although formally these concepts differ in meaning. Partly
open and open questions are the most difficult ones to handle, basically as
a result of the following limitation. The non-precoded answers to such
questions have to be coded by experts or by automatic coding systems. This
process, however, cannot be carried out during an interview, at least not
at the present state of affairs and neither, probably, for some time to
come. Therefore we have to assume that the codíng has to take place at a
later phase, viz. when the survey data are being processed at the agency
which conducts the survey. This límitation implies that ít is impossible
to base certain decísions with respect to the logical structure of the
questionnaire on uncoded answers while an interview is being carried out.
It is then for instance impossible to let the routing depend on their
interpretation or to involve them in an edit, i.e. an on-line edit. Of
course it is still possible then to use the information as to whether or
not a question has been answered or as to whether a particular answer
category was used.
In the sequel we adopt the following convention in order to facilitate
the discussion:
Convention 1.2.1 The questionnaires considered consist of closed questions
only, unless explicitly stated otherwise. ~~~
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Adopting this convention avoids to repeatedly single out open or partly
open questions from the closed ones because they may require a different
treatment. This does not limit the scope of the treatment below, but only
alleviates the exposition. In practice, however, careful attention should
be devoted to the proper treatment of open and partly open questions.
1.3 Routing
We shall now define the routing structure of a questionnaire more formally.
Let Q denote a questionnaire. We shall assume that the routing structure in
Q is represented by a routing graph G which consists of a pair (V,E) with
the following interpretatíons:
1. The finite set V s(vl,...,vn~ of vertices corresponds to the set of
questions in Q.
2. The finite set E of edges represents the possible transitions between
questions in Q. Each edge e in E can be represented by an ordered pair
of vertices (vi,v~), indicating that it is possíble in Q to jump from
question vi to question v~ (but not necessarily reversely).
To indicate under which conditions there will be a possible transition from
vi to v~ the transítíon set Rí~CR; is required. This set consists of all
those answers to vi that imply that ví is the next question to be posed.
The points 1 and 2 above express that G ís a finíte directed graph, for
short a digraph. In addition, we require G to possess the following
properties:
1. G is an acyclic digraph, whích prevents the possibility to pose a
question twice.
2. G has exactly one vertex with índegree zero, which will be called the
source, and exactly one vertex, the sínk, with outdegree zero. This
means that every question, except the source, has a predecessor, and that
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every questíon, except the sínk, has a successor. The source corresponds
to the first question in Q and the sink to the last one.
Together both properties imply that G ís connected, i.e. every vertex in V
can be reached from the source, and the sink can be reached from every
vertex in V. If a questionnaire Q" has a routing graph G"a(V',E") which ís
connected but has at least two vertices with indegree or outdegree zero, G"
can be easily extended to one of the above type, by adding dummy vertices
and edges, as follows. Assume that G" has e.g. two vertices v and w with
outdegree zero and one source, then it can be extended to a routing graph
G', simply by adding a dummy vertex u and connecting v and w to u, i.e. by
adding the edges (v,u) and (w,u) to those already present in E". The
vertex u will be the sink ín G'.
A path x from v;l to v;k is a sequence of pairs of vertices (vi1,vi2)
(v;Z,vi3)...(vik l,vik) or, alternatively, a sequence of paírs
(vi1,Ri1 ;2)(v1Z,Ri2 i3)...(v;x-i'R'k-1-'k)("ik'Rik), where the vi~ denote
questions, the Ri. ~ transition sets and where Ri is the domaín of
J .1t1 k
variable v;k. Instead of (vil,viz)...(vik l,vSk) we shall also write
(vil,...,vik). It depends on the applicatíon at hand which of these
definitions is most suitable. If vil and vik are the source and sink of
the routing graph then ~ is simply called a path. Any vertex which appears
in this sequence is saíd to Zie on x. Alternatively expressed, x is said
to cut such a vertex. The Zength of a path a ís the number of pairs
(vi,R1 ~) of which it consists. For a routing graph G we define the path
set II~, or just II, which consists of all paths in G from source to sink.
Remark 1.3.1 If the transition sets Ri~ corresponding to the transitions in
a questionnaire are mutally disjoínt then a path can be represented as a
sequence of such transítion sets. That is, the vi can be discarded. ~~~
A routing graph G can be contracted if ít contains vertices v and w and
a path a from v to w with a length greater than 1, such that any vertex
lying on x, except w, has exactly one ingoing and one outgoing edge in G.
A path x from v to w in G which obeys thís condition will be called a
línear part of G. A linear part ~r can be removed from G by replacing ít by
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the edge (v,w).
A routing graph F, which has been obtained from a routing graph G by
removing a number of linear parts from G, will be called a contractíon of
G. A routing graph whích cannot be contracted is said to be maxímally
contracted.
A cut-point in a routing graph G is a vertex v such that every path ~rEII
cuts v. The source and the sink are trivial examples of cut-poínts. In
appendix A an algorithm and a listing of a PASCAL program are given to
determine all cut-points in a routing graph.
The vertices in a routing graph can be linearly ordered by applying a
topologícal sort (see appendix A). The reason for this is the acyclicíty
of a routing graph. In the sequel we shall often ímplicitly assume that a
routing graph has been topologically sorted in one way or another. We
shall sometimes denote the resulting linear order in the vertices by 5,
without referring explicitly to the particular topological sorting that has
been used, because it is assumed to be fixed.
In appendix B two characterizations of the structure of a routing graph
are defined and some of their properties are given.
In exhibit 1.3.1 the routing graph of questionnaire B of the Labour
Force Survey 1983 is presented as an example of a routing graph in a real-
life Markovian questionnaire. Note that it has 13 cut-points, viz. 1, 62,
63, 65, 70, 72, 92, 103, 105, 106, 107, 108 and 109.
Now let G1 and GZ be two routing graphs. The series compositíon of G1
and Gy, denoted by G1~Gy, is the routing graph obtained from G1 and GZ by
identifying the sínk of G~ and the source of Gy. We shall also refer to
series composition as glueíng. Glueing ís obviously associative, i.e.
(G1~Gy)~G3 - G1~(GZ~G3) for all routing graphs G1, Gy and G3. But glueing
is not commutative, i.e. there are routing graphs G1 and GZ such that G1~GZ
~ GZ~G1. Note that the vertex in G1~GZ at which G1 and GZ are glued
together, i.e. the sink of G1 and the source of GZ, is a cut-point.
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Instead of glueing different routing graphs together, we can also
consider the opposite operation of splittíng or decomposing a routing graph
into components or routing sub-graphs. Such a decomposition of a routing
graph can be ímportant if the origínal one is too big to consider it as a
whole. For it might be easier to deal with the sub-routing graphs than
with the original routing graph (cf. section 1.6).
A routing graph G is said to be decomposable if there exist graphs G1
and G2, neither of them being a point-graph (which consists of a single
poínt), such that G-G1~GZ. G is called a príme if such a decomposition does
not exist. A canonical decompositíon of a routing graph G is a
decomposition of G as G1~...~Gm (~2) for certain prime routing graphs
G1,...,Gm. It is not difficult to verify that for any routing graph G such
a decomposition is unique if G ís decomposable.
A canonical decomposition of a routing graph can be found by calculating
its cut-points. Suppose the cut-points of a routing graph G are
cl,...,cm,l, such that c1GC2G...GCm,1. Then the i-th prime routing graph Gi
in the canonical decomposition of G consists of the vertíces v such that
ci~citl, and those edges of G which connect vertices in Gi.
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Ezhibit 1.3.1 Example of a routing graph ( from a questionnaire used in
the Dutch Labour Force Survey 1983).
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Let G be a routíng graph and A its adjacency matrix. The ínverted
routíng graph G-1 of G is obtained from G by inverting its edges, i.e. by
replacing each edge (v,w) in G by (w,v), where v and w are vertices ín G.
It ís straightforward to see that G"1 is also a routing graph. The
adjacency matrix B of G"1 is associated to A by the identity B-PAP, where P
is the square matrix (of the same order as A), which has 1's on the main
anti-diagonal and 0's elsewhere, i.e.
P e
~ 1
( 1. ~- )
Note that premultiplication of A by P amounts to inversion of the rows ín
A, and postmultíplication by P to ínversion of the columns. Furthermore it
holds that PZ-I, the identity matrix of the same order as P.
Let G be a routíng graph, and let V denote its set of vertices and E its
set of edges. Let A be its adjacency matrix, and let a,~EV with as~. The
slíce ([a,~]) in G is the sub-dígraph of G with vertex set (vEV:a5v5~) and
edge set ((v,w):a5v,w5~ and (v,w)EE). The adjacency matrix of ([a,~]) is
obtained from restricting A to the rows and columns in the vertex set of
the slice. Note that a slice is not necessarily a routing graph, because
there may be several sources or sinks. The segment [a „B] ín G is the
maxímal sub-digraph in G with the single source a and the single sink ~,
i.e. the sub-digraph of G with vertex set V'-(vEV:A~„-1 and f~;~-1) and
edge set ((v,w)EE:vEV' and wEV'), where A` is the transítíve closure of A.
That is, Ai ~-1 if and only íf there ís a path from i to j, and 0
otherwise. In appendix A an algorithm is presented to calculate the
transitive closure of a dígraph. A segment is a routing graph and its
adjacency matrix is obtained from A by restrictíng it to the rows and
columns corresponding to the vertices in V'. Trívíally, a segment [a,~] is
also a subdigraph of the corresponding slice ([a,~]). In exhibit 1.3.2 an
example of a slice and of a segment is shown.
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Remark 1.3.2 If the transitíon sets are mutually dísjoint, then a record
can be unambiguously represented as a sequence of answers. The vi are not
requíred then to indicate to which question a certain answer corresponds.
We assume that the information provided by a respondent in an interview
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which was based on a questionnaire Q, is ultimately represented as a record
in a computer. (Of course, there may actually be several physical records
containing the response of each respondent participating in the survey; yet
we may assume that for each respondent the information is contained in a
síngle, symbolical, record.) In that form the information is most
conveniently subjected to further processing and analysis. In fact we
shall talk about a record when the collection of answers provided by a
respondent in an interview is meant. For convenience we shall assume that
a record ís represented by a sequence of pairs of questions and
corresponding answers. An answer can be either of two types:
1. An element of a transition set (or domain).
2. A special type of missing value, which indicates that the question
was origínally answered by a respondent but this answer was incorrect.
If a variable has a value of the second type, it will receive a regular
vaZue, i.e. a value of the first type, after an imputation procedure has
been applied (see chapter 6). In section 4.2 a list of various types of
missing values can be found.
A complete record r is a sequence of paírs (vi ,ai )(vi ,ai )...1 1 2 2
(v1k-i'aik-1)(Vik'aik), where the vi~ denote questíons and the ai~ are
answers to vi~, i.e. elements in Ri~ (j-1,...,k-1), such that:
1. vil is the source of G.
2. vik is the sink of G.
3. si~ER1~,1~t1 for j-1,...,k-1, if Ivl.
4.
aikERik .
From this and the assumed acyclicity of G, ít follows that a variable v1
appears at most once in r. Note also that if we replace each ai~ by the
transition set Ri~ 1~}1 to which it belongs we obtain a path in G. In fact
records which yield the same path in thís way can be considered equivalent
and are said to possess the same routing structure. For a routíng graph G
we define the set REC~, or REC, of records wíth a correct routíng
structure, which consists of sequences (vil,oil)...(vik-i'~ik-1)(Vlk'o'k)'
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where vil is the source of G and vik its sink, and where ~;~ is either the
transítion set Ri~ i~}1 or an element in this set. Hence IICREC for a
routing graph G. A record which does not obey conditions 1 through 4 above
will be called an íncomplete record.
1.4 Edits
An edít e is a constraint on the joint values of two or more variables,
which is not derived from the routing structure, and which defines which
combinations of values are not acceptable. Formally an edit e, defined on a
set of variables vil,...,vik, is a Boolean function
e: R. x....xR. y(TRUE, FALSE) , (1.4.1)11 lk
where the Ri, denote the domains of the vi . The set E-e-1(TRUE) is called
~ J
the edit set of e and consists of values in Ri1x...xRik which are
considered unacceptable. The variables vi1,...,Vik are said to be ínvolved
in e.
Edits constitute additional constraints on the answers provided by
respondents, additional to the constraints imposed by the routíng
structure. They can be used in CAPI or CATI situations to check the
consistency of combinations of answers provided by respondents.
Inconsistencies found in certain answers of respondents can be rectifíed on
the spot. But edits can also be used when checking the survey data at the
data editing phase, e.g. in a CADI situation. If inconsístencies are found
then they generally have to -be corrected without consultation of the
respondent who provided them, but by using statistical means.
The routing structure is essential for questionnaires, but an edit
structure ís not. Edits can optionally be added to a questionnaire. Of
course, if edíts have been defined ín a questionnaire they count as much as
the routing does.
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Technically, routing and edits differ in several ways. On the one hand
the routing structure in a Markovian questionnaire defines a partial
ordering on its questions, i.e. a bínary relation. Edits, on the contrary,
may involve any number of variables greater than one. Even withín a single
questionnaire the edits need not all involve the same number of variables.
Furthermore edits only restrict the joint values of variables with regular
values. The routing structure however does not only ímpose such a
restriction, it also indicates whích variables should be skipped, i.e. may
not appear in a complete record. The exclusive or property, for short the
xor-property, of the routing structure in a questionnaire excludes the
possíbility that ín a complete record the variables vs, v~, and vk all
three have regular values if (vi,v~) and (vi,vk) are edges in the
corresponding routíng graph.
When applied to check the answers provided by a respondent, assumed to
be available ín a record, edits can be in several states, depending on the
information present in the record. As was already said in the previous
section the values of the variables in a record are essentially of two
types: regular values and missing values which should be replaced by
regular ones. An edit e is said to be activated by a record r if the
variables involved in e are present in r. An edit e should be activated by
a record r before r can be checked to satisfy or violate e. In order that
this check be carried out, it is necessary that the variables involved in
the edit have regular values. An activated edit which, for this reason,
cannot be applied to check the consistency of certain values ín a record,
is said to be íd1e. If a record r(activates and) violates an edit e, it
can make e idle, by replacing the regular value of at least one variable in
r, which also appears in e, by a so-called regular missíng value (see
section 4.2; it is a míssing value which should be replaced by a regular
value).
If in the record r at least one variable whích is involved in e ís not
represented in r, then e is called invísible. An edit e is said to be
activatable if the variables involved in it lie on a path in the routing
graph of the corresponding questionnaire. This means that there exists a
correctly completed questionnaire (with respect to the routing structure)
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which can activate this edit. Any correctly specified edit is activatable.
In exhibit 1.4.1 each of these states of an edit ís illustrated.
Let Qá~E denote a questionnaire and let REC denote the set of records in
this questionnaire with a correct routíng structure. Let e be an edit.
Instead ~f taking the domain of e as the cartesian product set in (1.4.1),
we may assume that its domain is REC and its codomain the set (TRUE, FALSE,
NEUTRAL), i .e. e: REC-~(TRUE, FALSE, NEUTRAL). It is assumed that if r
activates e then either e(r)-TRUE or e(r)-FALSE, otherwise e(r)-NEUTRAL.
The subset e-1(FALSE) of REC consists of the records which satísfy e and
are considered to be acceptable with respect to e. The set e-1(TRUE)
conststs of the records which violate e and are considered to be
u:zacceptable with respect to e.
Ezhibit 1.4.1 Examples of activated, idle and invisible edits
Remark: indicated is the path x-(1,2,5,11,15,17). It is assumed that there
is an incomplete record r associated with x, for which the value of
varíable~question 5 is missing (hence the double edge in the figure). The
edits activated by a are el, e3, e~, ee; the edits which are invisíble for
r are: ey, es; and the edits which are idle: e3, e~.
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The edits in a qó~e-type questionnaire can be ordered via the
lexicographical ordering of the sets of variables involved in the edits,
which are numbered themselves through a topological sorting procedure. We
shall refer to such an ordering of the edits as a natural orderíng. In
general it is not unique. A natural ordering can be useful in a CAPI or
CADI situation, when the edits are invoked on-line.
For a set of edits in a qó~e-type questionnaire we can define an edit
graph as follows. The edits themselves are the vertices of the edit graph.
Let W~ and Wf denote the set of variables involved in e and f respectively.
Now (e,f) is an edge in the edit graph if WenWf.~QS. In exhibit 1.4.2 an
example of an edit graph is shown. Note that an edit graph is defined
independently of the routing structure in the corresponding questionnaire.
Eahibit 1.4.2 Example of a routing graph with edits and the corresponding
edit graph
A picture of an edít graph visualizes how the edits are interrelated. The
edit graph can also be used to calculate which variables are related to
each other via the edit structure but independently of the routing
structure: calculate the connected components of the edít graph by a depth-
first search (see appendix A) and take the union of the sets of variables
corresponding to the vertices in each component. The sets of variables
calculated for each component are disjoint. As far as the edit structure
is concerned variables in different component sets are independent of each
other and should be treated as such. However, because the routing
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structure is discarded in an edit graph, the edits which can be
simultaneously activated cannot be determined from it. Exhibit 1.4.3
illustrates this point. The xor property of a routing graph is reponsible
for this phenomenon.
Ezhibit 1.4.3 Example of two edits which cannot be activated simultaneously
Two edits e1 and ez can be símultaneously actívated, or are simultaneously
actívatable, if there is a path x in the routing graph such that the
variables involved in both el and ez lie on x. It is easy to see that this
property is symmetric but not necessarily transitive. The following theorem
holds.
Theorem 1.4.1 Let el,..,eP be activatable edits such that for every pair ei
and e~ a path a1 ~EII exísts which simultaneously activates ei and e~.
Then there is a path ~rl pEII which simultaneously activates el,...,eP.
Proof We prove the assertion by contradiction. So suppose that such a path
xl p does not exist for el,...,eP. Consider vi Wi, where Wi is the set
of variables involved ín ei. Let the elements in this union be
~i~zc...~c. Because we have assumed that there ís no path al p which
cuts these vertices it follows that there is at least one j such that
(o~,a~tl) is not an edge in the transitive closure G' of G, i.e. there is
no path in G from a~ to a~fl for some jE(1,...,t-1). Then a~ and a~tl can-
not belong to the same set Wi, because edít ei is activatable. Therefore
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we have that a~EWí and a~t1EWk for some i.~k. However there is a path
~i,tEII simultaneously activating ei and ek, which, alternatively expressed,
means that W1UWkCai k. In particular this implies that there is a path in
G from a~ to a~tl. Contradiction. Hence such a path xl k does exist.
~r~
If el and eZ are edits which are always simultaneously activated we can
replace them by a single edit elveZ, defined as
(el v e2)(r) - el(r) v e2(r) , (1.4.2)
for rEREC which activates both el and eZ. The new edit elve2 does not
distort the constraint structure as defíned by the original logical
structure of the questionnaire in which el and e2 appear. The set of
variables involved in elveZ is the union of the sets of variables involved
in el and eZ. Applying this disjunctíon operation repeatedly to edits in a
questionnaire eventually yields a set with a minimal number of edits.
Remark 1.4.1 Note that if we define the composite edit e1ve2 for edits e1
and eZ which cannot always be activated simultaneously by
:~ el(r) v eZ(r) if rEREC activates el and ey
(el v e2)(r) simultaneously
NEUTRAL otherwise ,
(1.4.3)
then e1ve2 is not equivalent to the situation with two separate edits el
and ey. The reason for this is that a record rEREC which activates el but
not e2 would be checked against el but not against elvez, which ís not
activated. ~~~
Remark 1.4.2 On the one hand it ís advantageous to form composite edits
from edits which are always simultaneously activated, because thís
increases the transparancy of the logical structure in the questionnaire.
On the other hand it is also helpful to split more complicated edits into
smaller ones, especially when localizing errors ín questionnaíres. The
reason for this is that an error localization procedure is based on the
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sets of variables involved in edits. The smaller such sets the better it
is to pin-poínt possibly faulty values in a record. For details refer to
chapter 3. ~~~
The foregoing shows that it is of some ir.terest to consider the problem
which edits in a given qb~e-type questionnaire are always activated
simultaneously. In chapter 2 we shall study this problem.
It is implicitly assumed that an edít e contains a mínimal set of
variables, i.e. such that no variable involved in e can be removed from e
without creating an edit e' which is different from e, where e and e' are
interpreted as functions RECy(TRUE, FALSE, NEUTRAL). But this minimality
condition is not a formal requirement for an edít. It is only advantageous
for edits to have this property when localizing errors in a record (cf.
chapter 3).
Example 1.4.1 ( Minimality of set of variables involved in edit)
Consider a qó~e-type questionnaire containing, among others, the following
six variables and corresponding domains: v1E[0,100], v2E(0,1,2), v3E{1,2),
v`E(0,100], v5E(0,1,2,3) and v6E{1,2,9). Suppose that (vl,...,v6) forms a
linear part of the routing graph of the questionnaire. Suppose furthermore
that the following two edíts are defined in this questionnaire:
el : O5v1550 n vZE(0,1) n v3E11,2};
ey : O5v4s50 n vSE(0,1) n v6E(1,2}.
Now edit el does not obey thís minimality condition, whereas ey does. Note
that el can be replaced by the equivalent edit
eí : 05v1550 n vZE(0,1),
because v3 is not constrained by el.
If we want to understand the logical structure in a q6e-type questíonnaire
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we cannot restrict our attention to individual edits or to edits whích are
always activated símultaneously. We should also consider edits which can be
activated simultaneously by some records. The reason is that if a record
violates several edits, one or more of the variables involved in these
edits should be assigned a different value, if we want to reach a situation
in which no edít is violated. If one considers the edits one at a time,
and one adjusts the values of some variables in the record so as to satisfy
the edit in consideration, one might be going on for quite a while
searching for an acceptable record, which closely resembles the original
one. It is possible that a change of the value of some variable can cause
an edit, whích was previously satisfied, to be violated. Thís cannot
happen if one considers certaín edits jointly. In the followíng example
thís is illustrated.
Example 1.4.2 (Simultaneous activation of edits)
Consider the routing graph G in exhibit 1.4.4. Let there be three edits
defined in a questionnaíre which has G as its routing graph. Let Wi denote
the set of variables involved in edit ei (i-1,2,3). We have W1-(1,2),
WZ-{3,4) and W3-{5,7).
Obviously the path (1,2,3,5,7,8) cuts each of the Wi. Edit el defines a
constraint on the joínt values of variables vl and vy. In fact it limits
the values of these variables within the set R1xR2. Similarly eZ defines a
constraint on the joint values of v2 and v3 within R12xR3, and e3 defines a
constraint on the joint values of v5xv~ within RSxR~. Now el and e2 involve
a common variable, namely vy, and neither el nor ey involve a variable
which is also ínvolved in e3. If we consider el and ey jointly, we fínd
that it restricts the values of vl, vZ and v3 within the set R1xR23xR3.
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Ezhibit 1.4.4 Edits which can be activated simultaneously
Assume that a record rEREC has activated both el and ey. There are four
possibilities now:
1. Both el and ey are satisfíed.
2. el is satisfied and e2 is violated.
3. el is violated and ey is satisfied.
4. Both el and eZ are violated.
The fírst case need not worry us. The second case seems to indicate that
the values for vl and vy in r are correct but that the value of v3 is not.
Case 3 is similar, but the values of vz and v3 seem to be correct, whereas
the value of vl seems to be incorrect. In the fourth case the value of v2
is suspicious. To illustrate how such values can formally be found consider
case 3. Because el is violated both vl and vy are suspicious, and because
ey is not violated both vy and v3 are not suspicious, i.e. we can write
suspicious: (vl v v2) n ~(vy v v3),
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which is equivalent to
suspicíous: vl n ~v2 n ~v3.
It should be remarked that such a reasoning does not always lead to an
unambiguous determination of suspicious variables ( cf. sectíon 3.4.4).
Of course there ís no guarantee that the variables found in this way are
the only ones which are suspicious. Nevertheless they are the variables
that at least should be assigned a different value in order to create an
acceptable record. Of course, it should certainly be possible to obtain a
correct record in cases 2, 3 and 4, if we can change all three variables
vl, vy and v3. But this practice may spoil more information in the
original record than necessary. In assigning míssing values to variables
we want to be as parsímonious as possible (cf. chapter 3).
So it is of importance to consider the edits el and e2 jointly. However,
it ís of no special interest to consíder any other combination of two or
more edits simultaneously ín this example. ~~~
Example 1.4.2 shows that in order to understand the edit structure ín a
questionnaire it is not sufficient to consider only the indívidual edits
but also certain combinations of these edits. Such a combination S of
edíts is called an edit cluster, and has the following two properties:
1. It consists of edits which can be símultaneously activated by records
in a certain path ~r in the routing graph.
2. It is maximal, in the sense that there are no more edits outside S
which can also be actívated by records in x.
A maximal edit cluster is an edit cluster which is not properly contained
in any other edít cluster. Example 1.4.3 illustrates the concepts of edit
cluster and maximal edit cluster.
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Example 1.4.3 (An edit cluster and a maximal edit cluster)
In exhibit 1.4.5 a routing graph is shown, and the sets of variables of
three edits defined in a corresponding questionnaire have been indicated.
Ezhibit 1.4.5 Routing graph with four edits
Note that the edits el, eZ and e3 in exhíbit 1.4.5 are always
simultaneously activated, either by records in the path al-(1,3,4,7,8,9) or
by records in the path x2-(1,3,4,6,8,9). Edit e4 is only activated by
records ín x2. Both (el,ey,e3) and (el,eZ,e3,e~) form edit clusters: the
former set ís maximal with respect to the records in xl and the latter set
with respect to the records in a2. (el,eZ,e3,e4) ís also maxímal, i.e. not
properly contained in any other edit cluster. ~~~
In order to be able to judge whether the routing and edit structure in a
questionnaire are formally correct, we have to formulate a criterion. In
fact we shall require that the routing and the edit structure in a
questionnaire have the following property, which is of central importance
to the theory in this book.
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Property 1.4.1 Let Q6E be a qó~e-type questionnaire, with a routing graph G.
Any path in G contains at least one correct record. Formally: if
("i1~R~l,~Z)("i2~Ri2,13) "'("ik~Rík) is a path in G, then there are values
ai~ERi~,i~}1 for j~l,...,k-1 and a;kER;k such that the record
(vil,ail)(vi2,a12)...(vik,a;k) satisfies the edits in Qá~E. ~~~
This property rules out the possibility that a path in a routing graph
cannot actually occur because each record in such a path violates certain
edits. We do not want that the edíts interfere ín this way with the
routing structure. Thís convention provides a criterion for checking the
formal correctness of the logical structure of a questionnaire.
Furthermore it yields a more conspicuous data editing process, by allowing
this to be neatly divided into two parts (if we forget the trivial range
checkíng). The first part checks and fíxes the routíng structure in a
record (if necessary). The second one deals with the edit structure in this
record, without any need to adjust the routing structure of a record in
this second phase.
Although in many instances we are not especially interested in the form
of the edits, it ís sometimes important to restrict the attention to
special types of edits. The followíng two types seem to be most common in
the context of survey sampling. The edits of the first type shall be
called CP-edits (CP- cartesian product). A CP-edit can be defíned for those
variables for which a total ordering has been defined on their
corresponding domains. The edit set of a CP-edít is the finite union of
cartesian product sets. A CP-edit is said to be normal, if its edit set is
a cartesían product set. The second type will be called polyhedral. A
polyhedral edít ís defíned by a finite set of linear inequalities (in
disjunction). The corresponding edit set is the union of a number of half-
spaces, each defining a set of unacceptable records. Its complement (in the
appropriate set) is a polyhedron, which explains the name of this type of
edit. Polyhedral edits can only be defined for those variables such that
on their corresponding domains the following structures have been defined:
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1. A suitably rich algebraic structure, which includes operations of
addition and multiplication (e.g. a field structure).
2. A total ordering.
For simplicity, and because other choices might be inapplicable for survey
data processing, we shall assume that the variables involved in polyhedral
edíts take values in the real numbers or subsets thereof.
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2. TESTING THE IAGICAL STRIICTQRE OF A QIIESTIONNAIRE
2.1 Introduction
After a questionnaire has been constructed on a computer it should be
thoroughly tested before ít is used in a survey. Of course the first thing
to test is whether the questions are correctly specified, e.g. that for
each possible answers category a follow-up question is defíned, except for
the last one, of course. Then the logical structure of the questionnaire
should be tested. For q-type questíonnaires it is only necessary to check
whether the routing structure is described by a routing graph. Testing the
correctness of the routing structure is a fairly simple matter. It is more
difficult, however, to test a q6e-type questionnaire, as a result of the
interplay between the routing and the edít structure. Testing such a qá~e-
type questionnaire with respect to its logical structure is the subject of
the present chapter. We are especially interested in the worst-case
computational complexity of several test procedures. As a general reference
for matters related to computational complexity, Garey and Johnson (1979)
is recommended. The reader is assumed to be, at least casually, acquainted
wíth this theory.
In section 2.2 we consider these test procedures. Testing the formal
correctness of the routing structure is a rather simple matter. More
difficult is the testing of the correctness of both the routing and edit
structure, i.e. the logical structure. As a sample of tests for a qá~e-type
questionnaire considered in section 2.2 we mention the following: Can all
edits be activated? Is the routing structure compatible with the edit
structure, i.e. does for any path in the routing graph a record exist which
does not violate the activated edits? Are there redundant edits? Is there a
path in the routing graph which does not activate any edit? It turns out
that most of these problems are computationally intractable. A lesson to
be learned from thís is that it is vain to believe that the logical
structure of any (theoretically possible) questionnaire can be established
with 1008 certaínty.
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In section 2.3 we give some general comments on how to cope with the
rather formidable computational problems associated with most of the tests
presented in section 2.2. This section is certainly not conclusive. In
fact, it could be a starting point for a quest for good approxímatíve test
procedures, and conditions on the logical structure of questíonnaires under
which tests become tractable.
2.2 Test procedures
The first check we consíder is whether an edit e is activatable, i.e.
whether there is a path ~ in the routing graph which cuts the variables
involved in e. Although edits which are not activatable can do no harm in
a questionnaire during an interview or when performing data editing, it is
nevertheless appropriate that they should be signalled, because they are
likely to be a result of a misspecification by the questionnaire designer.
In any case they should be either repaíred or removed from the
questionnaire. To check the activatability of an edít is a fairly simple
matter, as the following algorithm shows.
Algorithm 2.2.1 (Activatability check of an edit)
Let G be the routing graph of a q~e-type questionnaire and let A denote its
adjacency matrix. Let e be an edit in thís questionnaire and let wl~...Cwk
denote the variables involved in e.
Whether e is activated or not is checked as follows.
1. Calculate the transitive closure A" of A(see appendix A).
2. If AN -... - Aa -1 then e ís activatable; otherwise it is1~N2 k-l~ak
not. ~~~
Remark 2.2.1 Algorithm 2.2.1 uses the transitive closure of the adjacency
matríx to determine the activatability of an edit. Thís is clearly not
optímal. However, we may assume that the transitive closure A' is
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available, because it is also used to determine other properties or
entities pertaining to the logical structure of a questionnaire. ~~~
A questionnaíre designer should want to know whether the combined routing
and edit structure in a qb~e-type questionnaire is compatible, i.e. whether
it obeys the property 1.4.1. We shall call the corresponding testing
problem the Zogical consistency proólem. A special case of this problem is
the edít cluster problem. In thís problem it is assumed that the routing
graph is of an especially simple type, namely linear.
A questionnaire designer might also be interested to know whether there
exist paths ín the questionnaire which do not activate any edit. If this is
the case he might consider introducing extra edits to 'safeguard' those
paths as well. The corresponding problem wíll be referred to as the
Ker(y)-problem (see below for the motivatíon of this name).
Another problem whích a questionnaire designer might raíse, is whether
there are redundant edits, í.e. edits which can be removed from the
original set of edits because they do not introduce any extra constraints
on the values of the variables in the questionnaire. We shall refer to
this as the redundancy problem.
In the remainder of the present section we consider these problems and
state a conjecture with respect to one other problem, viz. the
determination of the number of edit clusters. In order to facilitate the
discussion below, we first introduce some notation. Let G be a routing
graph of a q6~e-type questionnaire Q6~E, II the set of paths in G and F the
collection of edits in Qá~E. Let 2F denote the power set of F, i.e. the set
of subsets of F. Let y:IIti2F be the activatíon map which assigns to each
path x in II the cluster of edits activated by a, i.e.
y(x) - (eEFI W~Ca), (2.2.1)
where Wa is the set of variables involved in e.
A natural question is: what is the number if edit clusters in a
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questionnaire, i.e. IY(II)I? The following example shows that this nwnber
can be large.
Example 2.2.1 (Size of ry(II))
Let G-(V,E) with I VI-n be a complete routing graph, í.e. with a maximum
number of n(n-1)~2 edges. Suppose that for every edge (v,w)EE an edit has
been specifíed, involving the variables v and w. Then the possible number
of edit combinations that can be simultaneously activated (i.e. ~7(R)I)
equals the number of paths in G. It is easy to show that the number of
paths in G equals
(I - A)lln - 2n-2 (2.2.2)
where A is the adjacency matríx of G(see also appendix B). In thís case
the strict upper triangle of A consists of entries equal to 1 and all
remaining entries are 0. So (2.2.2) can be astronomícally large for even a
moderately large number n of variables ( or n(n-1)~2 of edits). ~~~
So before an attempt is initiated to calculate ry(II) explicitly, it is
ímportant to know its size. Unfortunately the computational complexíty of
the determination of ~7(II)I is not known to the present author. We issue
the following conjecture.
Conjecture 2.2.1: The determínation of ~7(II)I is a~P-complete problem. ~~~
We now consider the above mentioned problems in separate sections.
2.2.1 Logical consistency problem
As example 2.2.1 shows it is an illusion to assume that y(II) can be
calculated for an arbitrary q~e-type questionnaire. So we have to be
prepared to settle for less, and consider only a(small) sample of edit
clusters, each of which is to be checked to satisfy property 1.4.1. (Such a
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sample can easily be obtained by generating a random path in the routing
graph and by considering the edits ít activates. A random path is obtained
by defining a Markov chain on the routing graph which starts in the source
and proceeds by consecutively selecting a transition at random until the
sink is reached.) But even verifyíng that a single edit cluster, consisting
of CP-edits, is satisfiable is NP-complete, as will presently be shown. In
fact this means that verifying the logical consistency of the edit and
routing structure for a questionnaire with a trivial, i.e. linear, routing
graph is already intractable, if P~NP.
Edit cluster problem for CP-edits
Instance: Let a questionnaíre Q~E be given, consisting of n questions, and
containing a collection E of CP-edits. Let, as in section 1.4, the
collection of records generated by Q~E with a correct routing structure be
denoted by REC. Furthermore, let e be an edit cluster in E, consisting of
the edits el,...,ek.
Question: Is there a record rEREC which satisfies the edits in e, i.e. such
that ~el(r) n... n ~ek(r) holds ?
Then the following theorem can be formulated.
Theorem 2.2.1 The edit cluster problem for CP-edits is NP-complete.
Proof It is possible to verify in time polynomíal in the number n of
questions in Q6E that a record rEREC satisfies the edits in E. Hence the
problem is in NP. We show that it is at least as difficult as the
satisfiability problem (SAT), which is known to be NP-complete (see Garey
and Johnson, 1979, pp. 39 ff.).
Let the following Boolean expression C in conjunctive normal form be
given
C- C1 n... n Ck , (2.2:3)
where the clauses Ci are of the form
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Ci - cil v... v cik ,i
(2.2.4)
for i-1,...,k, and where the ci~ are elements from the set (vl,...,vn,
~1,...,~n). Suppose that with each pair (Ví,Zi) a Boolean Variable ui is
associated. We assume that the literal vi is true if and only if ui is
true, and that the literal 3i is true if and only if ui is false
(i-1,...,n). The Boolean expression (2.2.3) is satísfied if and only if
there is a truth assignment for each ui, i. e. an assignment of a truth-
Value (true or false) for each uS, such that (2.2.3) evaluates to true.
We translate this instance of SAT into an edit cluster problem as
follows. Let wi be a question with domaín R;-{0,1) for i-1,..,n. Suppose
that the questions are from a questionnaire ín which there are only
transitions from wi to w1t1, for i-1,...,n-1. Hence the corresponding
routing graph is línear, with source wl and sink wn. For each clause Ci
define an edit ei as follows. With each líteral ci~E(vp,8p} in Ci
associate the condition ó(ci~) defined as
wp - 1 if ci ~- VP
ó(ci~)
WP - 0 if Ci ~ - VP .
Now associate the following edit ei with Ci:
ei : ë(cil) n... n ó(cik ),s
(2.2.5)
(2.2.6)
for i-1,...,k. Hence, for any clause Ci there is an edit, Viz. ei, which
prohibits Ci. It can be easily Verified that the edits indeed form an
edit cluster. Furthermore there exists a record (wl,al)...(wn,a„) with
a1ERi that satisfies these edits if and only íf C in (2.2.3) is
satisfiable. ~~~
Example 2.2.2 To illustrate the proof of theorem 2.2.1 consider the
following Boolean sentence:
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(vl v v2) n(vl v v2 v v3) n(vl v v2 v v4) n(v2 v v3 v v4). (2.2.7)
Associate a q~e-type questionnaire Q~E with this sentence (2.2.7) as
follows. The questíons in Q6E are denoted by wl, wy, w3 and W4. ASSUme that
they all have the domain (0,1). Suppose furthermore that the only
transitions in Q~E are from wl to wí,l for i-1,2,3. The edits ín Q~E are
defined as follows:
el : wl-1 n wy-0,
e2 : wl-1 n wz-0 n w3-0,
e3 : wl-0 n wZ-1 n w4-0,
e4 : w2-1 n w3-1 n w6-1.
(2.2.8)
Every record generated by Q~E activates the edits in (2.2.8). These edits
are satisfied by a record if and only if (2.2.7) i s satisfiable. It is
easy to verify that the records (w1,0)(wy,0)(w3,1)(w4,0) and
(w1,0)(wZ,O)(w3,1)(w~,l) satisfy (2.2.8). ~~~
The edit cluster problem for polyhedral edits is defined similarly to thís
problem for CP-edits. In fact the former problem is a generalization of
the latter one. It is easy to see that the edit cluster problem for
polyhedral edits is in NP: the verification that a record satisfies these
edits can be carried out in time polynomial in the number of variables in
the record. From the fact that the edit cluster problem for CP-edits is
NP-complete, it follows that the edit cluster problem for polyhedral edits
is also NP-complete. So the following theorem can be formulated.
Theorem 2.2.2 The edit cluster problem for polyhedral edits is NP-complete.
~~~
Because it is not known that the logical consistency problem is in NP, for
either CP-edits or polyhedral edíts, it follows from theorems 2.2.1 and
2.2.2, and the observation that the edit cluster problem is a special case,
that the logical consistency problem is NP-hard for both CP-edíts and
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polyhedral edits. So we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2.3 The logical consistency problem for CP-edits and polyhedral
edits is NP-hard. ~~~
2.2.2 Ker(ry)-problem
We shall now consider the problem how to decide whether there is at least
one path which does not activate any edit ín a questíonnaire. In terms of
the activation map, defined in (2.2.1), we can also formulate this as the
problem to test whether the kernel of ry is non-empty, í.e. whether
Ker(ry)-ry-1(~)r~. This explains the name of the problem ('the Ker(7)-
problem') íntroduced above. In fact the Ker(ry)-problem is a decision
problem of the following type.
Ker(7)-Problem
Instance: Gs(V,E) ís a routing graph and W-(W1,...,Wp) is a collection of
subsets of V, such that each Wi lies on at least one path in G.
Question: Is there a path in G which does not cut any Wi?
Then the following theorem holds.
Theorem 2.2.4 The Ker(ry)-problem is NP-complete.
Proof For a given instance of the Ker(ry)-problem it is possible to verify
in time polynomíal in the number IV~ of questions that a path in G is in
Ker(y). Hence the problem is ín NP. In the remaínder of the proof we show
that there is a transformation from the satisfíability problem SAT to the
Ker(ry)-problem.
Let a Boolean expression C in conjunctive normal form be given as in the
proof of theorem 2.2.1, from which we also assume the notation and
interpretation of the symbols. We construct a routing graph G whích
corresponds to the Boolean expression C, as follows. With each clause Ci we
associate a layer of vertices L1 in G, i-1,...,k. With each literal ci~
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appearing in Ci we associate a vertex v1~. Furthermore we add a source
which ís connected to every vertex ín layer L1 (and to no other vertices),
and also a sink to which every vertex of layer Lk is connected (and to no
other vertices). The vertíces in each layer are connected by edges to each
vertex in the layer with the next-higher index (if any). These are the only
edges in G.
Let a hypothetical questionnaire with G as íts routing graph be given.
Assume that the edits in this questionnaire have the followíng property.
For every pair of vertices ín G which
1. belong to different layers, and
2. are labeled by literals corresponding to the same Boolean variable ui,
but wíth opposite truth values, i.e, vi and 3i,
an edit is defined, and there are no other edits. Then it is easy to
verify that there is a path ~ in G which does not activate any edit, i.e.
xEKer(y), if and only if C is satisfiable.
Example 2.2.3 To illustrate the proof of theorem 2.2.4 consider the Boolean
sentence (2.2.7), and associate the routing graph in exhibit 2.2.1 with
this sentence.
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Assume that this routing graph i s from a qá~e-type questionnaire in which
edits are defined for each pair ( vi,~l) of questions from different
layers. Then a solution to (2.2.7) corresponds to a path in this routing
graph which does not activate any edit, and vice versa. The encírcled
vertices in the routing graph in exhibit 2.2.2 define such a path. ~~~
2.2.3 Redundancy problem
The final problem we consider in section 2.2 is the redundancy problem,
which we shall first describe more formally for CP-edits. Let Q6E be a
qáre-type questionnaire with a set E-(el,...,eP) of edits. An edit eEE is
redundant if there exist edits e~1,...,e~kEE`(e], such that e, e~l,...,e~k
are alwa s simultaneously activated and furthermore such that holds
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e(r) ~ e (r) v ...v e (r) ,
jl ~k
(2.2.9)
for all records rEREC which activate e, e~ ,..,e~ simultaneously. We cani ' t
now formally define the redundancy problem for CP-edits.
Redundancy problem for CP-edits
Instance: Let Qá~E be a q~e-type questíonnaíre in which a set E-(el,...,ep)
of CP-edits is defined.
Question: Does E contain a redundant edit?
Remark 2.2.3 A redundant edit can, as its name already suggests, be removed
from a set of edits defined in a questionnaire, without affecting the
logical structure. Of course i t can also be absorbed into the composite
edit to the right of the implication arrow in (2.2.9). ~~~
The redundancy problem can be split into two subproblems. The first one is
to find, in a given set of edits, those edits, which are always
simultaneously activated. The second one is to check whether there is a
subset of these edits, for which the edits contained in it obey a Boolean
expression such as (2.2.9). We shall study these subproblems more closely
now, starting with the subproblem on simultaneous activatability.
On the set of edíts of a qáe-type questionnaíre we can define a digraph
structure which indicates which edits always actívate each other. This
digraph structure will be called a dominator graph. It is defined as
follows. Let W1 and WZ be sets of variables involved in edits ei and e2
respectively. We shall say that.el domínates e2, in notation el~ey, if any
path a cutting W1 also cuts W2, i.e.
elyeZ ~ for all paths xEII [Wlcx ~ WZCx]
~ for all paths aEII [elEry(a) ~ e2Ey(x)].
Alternatively expressed, elye2 means that if el is activated by a record
(2.2.10)
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rEREC then so is e2. If el dominates e2 then (e1,e2) is an edge ín the
dominator graph, and there are no other edges in it. Note that the
dominatíon relation is reflexive and transitive but not (necessarily)
symmetric. The following algorithm can be used to calculate a dominator
graph.
Algorithm 2.2.2 (Calculation of a dominator graph)
Let G be the routíng graph of a q~e-type questíonnaire Q~E, with adjacency
matrix A. Let A~ denote the transitive closure of A. Let E-[el,...,eP) be
the set of edits in Q~E and let W1-(vi ,..,vi } with vi G...Cvi denote1 ki 1 ki
the set of variables involved in ei (i~l,...,p).
The edges of the dominator graph for E are calculated by carrying out
the following steps for each pair W;, W~:
1. Consider the set Si of slices (([l,v;l]), ([v;1,vi2]),...,
([Viki-l,viki]),([viki,n])} generated by Wi, and determine the subset S;~
of slices which contain at least one element of W~.
2. Compute the segments of the slices in Si~ from A~ as indicated in
section 1.3.
3. Check for each slice oESi~ whether all elements of W3 contained in it
are cut-poínts of the segment corresponding to o(see appendix A for an
algorithm to calculate cut-points in a routing graph). If thís holds
then ei~e~; otherwise this relation does not hold.
4. To show whether e~yei or not, repeat all steps above, after having
reversed the roles of W1 and W~. ~~~
To illustrate the concept of a dominator graph we províde some examples in
exhibit 2.2.2.
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A dominator graph D can be used to find all sets of ed~ts in a given qá~e-
type questionnaire which are always simultaneously activated. This can be
done by calculating its so-called strong components. A strong component S
in D is a maximal set of vertices in D such that for any two vertices v,wES
there is a path in S from v to w. The strong components in D can be
determined by applying depth-first searches to D(see appendix A for
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details). Note that the strong components in a dominator graph consist
precisely of the edits which are always simultaneously actívated.
The sets of edits ín a questionnaire that are always simultaneously
activated, can be calculated in time polynomial ín the problem size, i.e.
the number of edits in the questionnaíre.
We now come to the second subproblem, viz. the problem to check whether
there are edits which are always simultaneously activated and which satisfy
an expression such as (2.2.9). It is clear that we can restrict our
attention to the edits in a strong component of the dominator graph
corresponding to the questionnaire. Instead of considering the redundancy
problem, we consider the opposite problem, víz. the irredundancy problem
for these edits. The reason is that this problem is evidently a member of
NP, because a possible solution can be verified to be a veritable solutíon
ín time polynomial in the problem size. More specifically, we consider the
following problem.
Restricted irredundancy problem for CP-edíts
Instance: Let Q~E be a q6e-type questionnaíre, and let a set E-[el,...,eP)
of CP-edits form a strong component in the corresponding dominator graph.
Question: Is el irredundant with respect to (eZ,...,eP), i.e. is there at
least one rEREC which activates the edíts in E and is such that
el(r) ~ e2(r) v... v ep(r) , (2.2.11)
does not hold? ~~~
The followíng theorem can be proved.
Theorem 2.2.5 The restricted irredundancy problem for CP-edíts is NP-
complete.
Proof Note that the negation of (2.2.11) is equívalent to
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el(r) n ~e2(r) n... n ~ep(r). (2.2.12)
By a polynomial transformation from SAT, similar to that employed in the
proof of theorem 2.2.1, the NP-completeness of the restricted irredundancy
problem is established. The only difference is that el is defined as ~el in
theorem 2.2.1. (Note that thís is also a CP-edit, although not a normal CP-
edit.)
It is clear that the decision problem as to whether any edit in a set E of
CP-edits, formíng a strong component in a dominator graph, is irredundant
(in the sense of the restricted irredundancy problem) is also NP-complete.
It is only necessary to check for each edit in E whether it is irredundant
wíth respect to the remaining edits in E.
Remark 2.2.4 Let E be a set of CP-edits which all involve the same two
variables. Clearly the edits in E are always simultaneously activated. It
follows from Lodi et al. (1979, Algorithm A1 in section 5) that for E the
restricted irredundancy problem can be solved in time polynomial in the
number of edits in E. In addítion, this algorithm A1 yields a set of edíts
equivalent to E, but without any redundant edits. ~~~
In view of the preceding discussion the following theorem can be
formulated.
Theorem 2.2.6 The redundancy problem for CP-edits is co-NP-complete.
The restricted irredundancy problem for polyhedral edits is similarly
formulated as that for CP-edits. It is straightforward to see that the
former problem is in NP. Furthermore since the restricted irredundancy
problem for CP-edits is NP-complete, it follows that the corresponding
problem for polyhedral edits is also NP-complete. The search for strong
components is independent of the form of the edíts. Hence we can formulate
the following theorem, whích also concludes this section.
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Theorem 2.2.7 The redundancy problem for polyhedral edits is co-NP
complete. ~~~
2.3 Testing in practice
In view of the results obtained in the preceding section, we consider in
this section some of their implicatíons with respect to the testing of
questionnaires in practice. It should be stressed ín the first place that
the computational complexity of the decísion problems considered there are
worst-case results. It ís very well possible that there exist algorithms
to solve them, which perform rather well in practice, although they are
known to be ínefficient in some instances. The simplex algorithm used in
linear programmíng provides an outstanding example. The moral is that, to
judge the efficiency of an algorithm, it is not realistic to consíder
worst-case results only. The performance of an algorithm on an 'average'
problem instance of a certain problem type is of importance as well.
However, a worst-case result is a guarantee for the performance of an
algorithm, whereas an 'average case' result is not.
Many results obtained in the previous section teach us that we should
not expect to be able to test the logical structure of a questionnaire for
1008. Maybe we should view this testing problem more as a problem in
statistical quality control applied to a complex apparatus. Instead of
demanding a 1008 guarantee as to its flawless behaviour, we should be more
modest and settle for probabilistic reassurance rather than absolute
certainty.
For instance, íf it is necessary to test whether a property holds for
all paths in a routing graph, it may be practically impossible to carry out
this test for every path, because their number is exceedingly large.
Instead one could generate a finite sample of such paths first, and then
carry out the test for each path in the sample. (Assuming that this is
itself not an intractable problem. If it is, then one might resort to a
probabilistic testing procedure in thís case as well.)
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The results in the preceding section hold for general questionnaires,
because there are no restrictions on the logical structure other than the
Markovity of the routing structure and the compatibility of the routing and
edit structure. It is interesting to study the logical structure of
actually used questionnaires in search of such characteristics. It is then
perhaps possíble to prove that (some of) the test procedures discussed in




In the present chapter we consider the problem of checking records and
identifying possible errors. An error is understood here as 'not in
agreement with the logical structure of the correspondíng questionnaire'.
The intention is to replace the incorrect values by others which yield a
correct record, i.e. one that is in agreement with the logical structure of
the questionnaire. The objective in this data editing process is to retain
as much information in the oríginal record as possible, and to change the
values of those variables which are most suspicious of being in error.
We assume that the error localization process is carried out in three
steps, as was already briefly explained ín section 0.2: range checks, a
routing check and fínally edit checks. It should be stressed that this is
an approximatíon method and not an exact one. The method can be described
as follows. Let the admissible range of a variable consist of its domain
plus a special missing value, called the 'routing skip' (cf. section 4.2).
(A variable which has been assígned a routing skip is not on the path
through the questionnaire that has been taken in the interview.) If a
variable in a record is found to have a value outside the admíssible range
a special missing value is substituted ('missing due to out of range'; cf.
section 4.2). If a record is found to violate either the routing or the
edit structure, an attempt is made to localize possible errors. After the
routing errors have been localized, the record is partially corrected.
This means that for each suspect value (including a'missing due to out of
range') an appropriate transitíon set is substituted, which ís such that a
record with a correct routing structure is generated.
Because the range checking is a fairly simple matter, we shall not dwell
on it any longer. We start our discussion on data editing in section 3.2
with a consideratíon of the problem of localizing and correcting routing
errors. It is noted that the paths ín a routing graph of a questionnaire
can be viewed as stríngs recognized by a finite state sutomaton. This
allows us to employ an algorithm due to Wagner (1974) to localize and
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correct routing errors in records.
In section 3.3 we swítch to a topic whích is preparatory to the
localization of edit errors, viz. error models. Such models provide the
tools to calculate probabilities that certain variables in a record have
incorrect values, given that this record violates certain edits. These
error probabilities can then in turn be used to identífy a set of variables
with the highest (or more modestly: a high) probability of being in error.
Some authors (e.g. Liepins et al., 1982) have formulated the objective of
error localization problem somewhat differently. For this formulation a set
of nonnegative weights, so-called error weights, on the set variables
involved in a collection of edits is required. They call the resulting
optimization problem the Minimum Weighted Fields to Impute (MWFI) problem.
T'he MWFI problem is formulated in section 3.4. In section 3.3 some
plausible error weights are given. Furthermore it is shown that under
certain conditions the formulation of edit error localization using error
probabilítíes is equivalent to error localization using error weights.
In section 3.4 we discuss the problem of localizing edit errors. First
we consider the formulation of edit error localization as an optimization
problem. In fact we shall consider several formulations of this problem.
Although it is clear from this discussion that edit error localization is
NP-hard, we nevertheless consider two approaches to solve this problem for
questionnaires with CP-edits and such that all answer categories of
questions are finite. These approaches stem from Fellegi and Holt (1976),
and Garfinkel (1979), and they are slightly adapted to fit into the
framework developed in the present book. We conclude section 3.4 with some
general observations on the edit error localization problem.
3.2 Localizing and correcting routing errors
Let a questionnaire Q be given containing n questions vl,...,vn. Let the
routing graph of Q be denoted by G-(V,E). II and REC are the collection of
paths in G and the collection of records with a correct routing structure.
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Assume that a record r-(vil,a11)....(vik,aik) generated by Q is
subjected to a routing test, where ai is either a regular value in the
J
domain of v;~ or a missing value (e.g. a'missíng due to out of range'),
whích we assume to be represented by the domain Ri,. If r fails the~
routing test, it is understood that the possible errors are to be localized
and corrected, such that an incomplete record r' results which has a
correct routing structure, i.e. r'EREC. Then r is said to be partially
correc[ed, and the resulting record r' is a partially corrected record.
The questíon is: How could we proceed to calculate such a record r'?
First of all ít should be recalled from section 1.3 when a record r has
a correct routing structure. Recalling the conditions given in section
1.3, we can say that r has a correct routing structure if the first pair in
r corresponds to the source in G, the last paír to the sink in G and every
value (or transition set) associated with a variable implies the correct
transition. In other words, r:(vi ,aí )...(vi ,ai ) ís a record with a1 1 k k
correct routing structure, if the following conditions hold:
1. v1 is the first question in the questíonnaire.i
2. vik is the last question in the questionnaire.
3. Either ai~-Ri~ i~}1 or a;~ERi~ ;~}1, for i-1,...,k-1 if k~0. (3.2.1)
4. Either aikERik or a;k-R;k
If in addition every value ín r is regular then r is a complete record.
Next we observe that for the routing structure the exact value of a
regular value ai appearing in a pair (v1,ai) is unimportant. What is
important is the transition set Ri~ to which aí belongs. Therefore we map r
into the uniquely defined object rr, which we shall call a stríng, and
which is obtaíned from the incomplete record r by replacing each regular
value appearing in r by its corresponding transition set. Values which are
domains remain unchanged.
Next, we can make the observation that the path set II in G can be víewed
as a so-called regular language (cf. Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969, section 3
for a discussion of regular languages). Characteristic for a regular
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language is that its elements, consisting of certain strings of symbols
from a finíte alphabet, can be recognized by a finite state automaton
(FSA). Starting in its initial state FSA reads the symbols in a string
one-by-one, from left to right, and determines a state where to jump to,
immediately after a symbol has been read. FSA may either remain in the
same state or jump to another one. Whether a jump to another state occurs
depends on the symbol last read and the state in which FSA is at that
moment. (The jump behaviour of FSA can be concisely descríbed by a so-
called state diagram.) If by the time FSA has read the whole string it is
in a special state, called a final state, then the string is accepted as a
member of the regular language which FSA is supposed to recognize.
Otherwise, FSA is not ín a final state and therefore the string is not
accepted as an element of this language.
The observation that II can be viewed as a regular language is in itself
not remarkable: any fíníte set can be viewed as a regular language (cf.
Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969, p. 36 theorem 3.7). In our case, however, there
is a very natural interpretation of the routing graph G as the state
diagram of an FSA recognizing the elements of II. The interpretation is as
follows. The varíables vl,...,vn in Q(i.e. the vertices in G) are the
states in FSA, the source vl of G is the initial state of FSA, the sink vn
of G is the unique final state of FSA, the edges in G indicate the possible
transitions between states in FSA, and the pairs (vi,Ri~) of variables and
transition sets and the pairs (vi,Ri) of variables and domains form the
symbols in the input alphabet I of FSA. Note that ~II-IV~fIEI. The jumP
behaviour of FSA is described as follows. Suppose FSA is in state vi, and
it reads a symbol (vi,R1~) for some j. In that case it jumps to state v~.
For all other cases, FSA remaíns in state vi. Initially, FSA is in state
vl. If FSA has read an input string and it is in the final state vn, then
(and only then) is the string an element of II, as one easily verifies.
With this observation in mind, we can apply an algoríthm due to Wagner
(1974), which changes an incorrect stríng ínto a string of the regular
language, i.e. a path in G, with as few changes as possible. These changes
can be classified into the followíng three types, which are called
elementary repairs.
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1. changing :(vi,aS), with ai-Ri~ for some j or ai-Rí,
is replaced by (vi,Rik) for some k;
if a1-R;~ then lc~j .
2. ínserting: (v1,Ri~) is added for some j.
3. deleting :(v;,ai), with ai-Ri~ for some j or ai-Rí,
is deleted.
(3.2.2)
Wagner's ( 1974) algorithm calculates the least number of elementary
operations necessary to transform a record r wíth an incorrect routing
structure into a record r'EREC. It ís based on dynamic programming. Below
we give a brief descriptíon of this algorithm, somewhat adapted to our
purposes. For detaíls and proofs the reader is referred to Wagner (1974).
In the discussion to follow we shall use a mixture of formal language
'jargon' and of terminology pertaining to questionnaires.
Let F(j,s) denote the minimum number of elementary repairs which have to
be applied to the first j symbols in rr, in order to obtain a string rr,
which forces FSA into state s. (Note that it is only necessary to know the
first j symbols of Tr,; the remaining symbols are ímmaterial.) Furthermore
let T(t,s,c) be the smallest number of elementary repairs necessary to
change the symbol c into a sequence of symbols which forces FSA from state
t into state s. Then the following recursion holds for F:
F(j,s) - min (F(j-l,t) t T(t,s,rrGj~)),
t
for j~l, where rrGj~ denotes the j-th symbol ín rr, and





Let IrZI denote the length of the string rr, i.e. the number of symbols in
rr. The idea of Wagner's algorithm is to calculate F(Irrl,v~) and then, by
tracing back, to find the state t which was used to calculate F(~7rl,vn)
from F(Irrl-l,t) in (3.2.3), and then the state u whích was used to
calculate F(Irrl-l,t) from F(~rrl-2,u) ín (3.2.3), etc., until the source
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of FSA is reached. In this way a string~path rr in the routing graph
is constructed backwards.
We obtain a partíally corrected record r' from rr and r by applyíng the
followíng replacement policy to the pairs in rz: if (v;,Rl ~)Err and
(vi,ai)Er and a1ER1 3 then replace (v1,Ri ~) by (vi,ai) in rr. No other
replacements are allowed. Let r' be the result of applying all these
replacements to rr. It is clear that r'EREC. By comparing r' to r it is
easy to find the elementary repairs that have been applied to r in order to
obtain r'.
In order to calculate F, consider T first. Let P(t,s) denote the length
of the shortest sequence of symbols that forces FSA from state t to state
s. Define L(t,s,c) for states t and s of FSA and a symbol c as follows:
1 if c appears in at least one of the shortest sequences
L(t,s,c) s~ of symbols that force FSA from state t to state s,
0 otherwise. (3.2.5)
Then we can express T(t,s,c) as follows
1 íf P(t,s)-0
T(t,s,c)
P(t,s) - L(t,s,c) otherwise.
(3.2.6)
In (3.2.5) and (3.2.6) we need only consider states t, s such that there ís
at least one path from t to s.
Now P(t,s) and L(t,s,c) can for instance be determíned by a well-known
algorithm of Floyd, to calculate the shortest distances between all pairs
of vertices in G(cf. appendix A). Another algorithm due to Wagner (1976)
can also be useful in case G has relatively few edges.
It should be noted that the information on the function T needs to be
calculated and stored in the memory of a computer only once. In fact we
should calculate and store the following information with respect to T.
For every pair of variables~states t and s, such that there ís a path from
t to s, and for every transition set RL ~cRt as well as for each domain RL,
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we should calculate and retain T(t,s,(t,c)), where c-R~ ~ or c~Rt. This
amounts to IE"I~III numbers, where ~E"I is the number of edges ín the
transitive closure of G. Because IE"I5n(n-1)~2 and ~II-~VItIEI-ntlEl, we
find that this number does not exceed n(n-1)~2 ~(ntlE~). In the worst
case when ~EI-n(n-1)~2 we find that there are nZ(n-1)2~4 tn2(n-1)~2 numbers
required, which is of the order n4.
The space and time complexity of Wagner's algorithm are both polynomial
in the size of the record length and the number of variables in G. In
particular, the amount of space required is proportional to the amount of
space required for the information on T plus the space required for the
values for F calculated in (3.2.4) for each state in FSA and the sequences
consisting of the first j symbols (j:l,...,n). Hence we find that space is
proportional to IE"I~IIItIVI~IrrI- n2~(IEItn)fn~lTrl, which is at most of
order n4. Furthermore the amount of time required for the algorithm to
correct a string is of the order ~rrl~IVlz, which is at most of the order
n3. Because we have a particular case of the general one Wagner considers,
it is not unlikely that it is possible to find a number of short-cuts to
decrease the space and~or time complexity of Wagner's original algorithm.
However, speeding up this algorithm is not of our immediate concern here,
as we are only interested in a coarser classification of the performance of
algorithms, viz. whether they have a polynomial or an exponential runníng
time in the problem size. We only want to make the followíng observation.
Remark 3.2.1 The routing graph G may have non-trivial cut-points, i.e. cut-
points not equal to the source and the sink. In that case it is possible
to decompose the routing graph into several routing sub-graphs.
Accordingly, a record r ean be split into several substrings, each of which
can then be independently processed, using the procedure described above.
If the necessary equipment were available, this processing might even be
carried out in parallel. ~~~
3.3 Edit error models
In this section we consider error models. Such models can be used to derive
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the probabilities that variables, each of which is involved in at least one
edit from a collection of violated edits, are in error. These error
probabilities can be used to find the most probable set of variables with
incorrect values, for a given faulty record. Instead of working with error
probabilitíes, it is also possible to use error weights. In a sense these
weights are inversely proportional to error probabilities: the larger the
weight associated with a variable, the smaller the probability that ít is
in error. The reason for the introduction of error weights is that they are
sometimes more conveníent in formulating the error localization problem for
edits.
Fellegi and Holt (1976) assume that all variables have the same error
weights although they hint at the possíbility of using unequal error
weights (Fellegi and Holt, 1976, section 7). We remark at the outset that
these error models are not limíted to the Fellegi-Holt approach, but are
useful in any approach to data edíting.
Initial work on error models for data editíng (not to be confused with
outlier detection) stems from Naus et al. (1972). Further developments can
be found in e.g. Liepins and Pack (1980, 1981), Liepins (1980), Liepins et
al. (1982). In the latter two works it is shown that the assumption of
independency of variabes being in error, leads to the MWFI formulation of
error localizatíon, which uses error weights.
3.3.1 Error probabilities
We start our discussion with an example of Naus et al. (1972), after having
introduced some necessary notation. Let r-(vl,al)...(vn,a„) be a record
with values in the code space R1x...xF~,. In the example and subsequent
discussion we shall assume that r is a realization of a multidimensional
random record r-(vl,al)...(vn,a,). We define the random variable c~
as follows
r 1 if variable v~ is in error
c. - j (3.3.1)
-7 lll 0 otherwise .
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Then define the following events
A~ - [c~ - 1] and B~ - [c~ - 0] .
Example 3.3.1 (Comparíng P[AlIAluAy] and P[A1~rEE])
(3.3.2)
Assume that we have records with only two varíables, i.e, n-2, and that R1
- Ry -[0,1]. A record r-(vl,al)(vy,~) can be viewed as a random
variable with values in R1xRy- Let e denote an edit and ECR1xRy the
correspondíng edit set. Suppose that A1 and Ay are independent events,
with P[Ai]-pi and P[Bi]`1-Pi-qi~ for i-1,2. It trívíally holds that
P[AluAy~r EE] - 1 (3.3.3)
One might perhaps be tempted to think that the conditional probabilities
P[A1~AluAyJ and P[AlIrE E] are equal. But this is in general not the case
as the following reasoning shows. It is easy to verify that holds
P
P[A1~Alu A2] - }1 . (3.3.4)
P1 qlp2
Now suppose that the following conditíonal probabilities hold
P[r E E~B1 n B2] - 0,
P[r E E~A1 n B2] - 1~3 ,
(3.3.5)
P[r E E~B1 n A2] - 1~3 ,
P[r E E~A1 n A2] - 1~2 .
From (3.3.5) we can calculate with the help of Bayes' theorem, using the
independence of A1 and Ay, that
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(1~2)plp2 } (1~3)plq2
P[Al~r E E] - (1~2)plp2 t (1'3)plq2 } (1,3)qlp2
Hence in this case P[A1~AluA2]~P[AlIrEE] in general.
(3.3.6)
rr~
Although we may assume that (3.3.4) and (3.3.6) are different ín general,
Naus et al. (1972) use conditional distributions like (3.3.4) to
approximate (3.3.6). They motivate this choice in the appendix of their
artícle.
The ídea behind the approach of Naus et al. (1972) is to express certain
conditional distributions in terms of so-called error rates, í.e. joint
distributíons of certain events A;. In practice it may be impossíble to
estimate all required error rates because they are too numerous, in view of
the sample from which they have to be estimated.
Assume that we have a record r which violates two edits e and f. Let V
and W denote the respective sets of variables ínvolved in e and f. Assume
that variable u is in VuW. We shall give an expression for the probability
that u is in error, given the circumstance that at least one variable in V
is in error and at least one variable in W ís in error, i.e for
P[Ei,~(u.ev Ai)n(u3~ A;)1 .
It is easy to verify that (3.3.7) can be expressed as
P[Au] t P[S] t P[T] - P[SuT] - P[AuuS] - P[AuuTJ t P[AuuSUT]
P[SJ f P[T] - P[SUT]
(3.3.7)
(3.3.8)
where S-uiEV Ai and T-ui~ Ai. Each of the terms occurring in (3.3.8) can
be expressed as sums of error rates by using the method of inclusion and
exclusion. In this case, however, it would be more convenient to work with
'correctness rates' instead of with error rates, where we define
correctness rates as simultaneous densities of the events Bi, whích are
given in (3.3.2). In case uEVnW, (3.3.8) reduces to
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P[Au]
P[S] t P[T] - P[SUT] '
because AuUS-S and t~UT-T. In case uEV`W, we can express ( 3.3.8) as
PAut PT - P[AuuT]




In Naus et al.(1972) the situation where two edits are violated is
called the two-test case. It can be generalízed to the k-test case, where
k edits are assumed to be violated. The equivalent expressions of (3.3.8)
look cumbersome for the k-test case. Matters simplify considerably,
however, if the events Ai are assumed to be mutuaily independent. It is,
however, doubtful whether this is a realistíc assumption. The error models
under the independence assumption are called independence models by Naus et
al. (1972).
3.3.2 Error veights
Instead of error probabilitíes it is also possíble to introduce error
weights to indicate the error proneness of values in a record being in
error. In fact these weight can be introduced independently of any error
model. However, as Liepins and Pack (1980, 1981), Liepins (1980) and
Liepins et al. (1982) have shown, under some conditions independence models
are equivalent to a model based on an MWFI formulation of error
localization. In fact this result is easy to deríve. Let V denote the set
of variables in a record with regular (i.e. nonmissíng) values and W an
arbitrary subset thereof. Assuming an independence model, the probability
pH that precisely the variables ín W are incorrect, is given by
pW - ~iEW pí ~iEV`W (1 - pi)
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pi
- ~iEV (1 - pi) ~iEW 1 - pi ' (3.3.11)
This shows that trying to find a set W which maxímizes pW is equivalent to
searching for a set W which minimizes
~iEW )log (1 - pi) - log pi) , (3.3.12)
because the expression in (3.3.12) is the negative logarithm (with respect
to some base) of the second expression on the right-hand side of (3.3.11),
without the first product, which is independent of W. In order to obtain an
MWFI formulation, each term in (3.3.12) should be nonnegative, which is
equivalent to the requirement that p1G1~2 for iEV.
In Líepins and Pack (1980) three alternative series of error weights ci
(iEV) are suggested. Their performances in imputatíon processes were
ínvestigated in a simulation study carried out by the authors. The
alternatives considered are
1) c1 - 1 .
2) ci - 1~(1 t~ times variable i is involved in violated edits) .
3) (1 t~k times variable i is involved in satisfied edits)
Ci - .
(1 t t~ tímes variable i is involved in violated edits)
(3.3.13)
As a general conclusion from their simulation study it is reported that
method 3 was an improvement over both methods 1 and 2, both of which
performed similarly. The authors hasten to add, nevertheless, that these
results can hardly be interpreted as conclusive.
In Liepins and Pack (1981) it is remarked that simulations have shown
that if the error rate is low, an MWFI approach can be expected to perform
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successfully. In Liepins and Pack (1980, 1981) there are some results
presented, derived from simulations, showing the inverse dependency of the
average error probability and the average number of 'correct' ímputations
('correct' in the sense that the original record and the imputed record are
identical).
3.4 Localizing edit errors
In section 3.4.1 we discuss several formulations of the edit error
localization problem, and consider theír respective computational
complexities. In fact it is shown that edit error localization is probably
intractable, i.e. NP-complete or NP-hard, under any of the formulations
presented there.
In sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 we present two algorithms for CP-edit error
localization, in case all domains of the variables are fínite. These
algorithms have been proposed by Fellegi and Holt (1976) and Garfinkel
(1979), but are adapted so as to fit into the framework of the present
book. In view of the results in section 3.4.1 these algorithms cannot be
efficient but they are interestíng enough to be consídered.
In section 3.4.4 we discuss a probabilistic method to verify whether an
incomplete record is repaíraóle, i.e. can be replaced by a complete record
by substituting regular values for the míssing ones. Furthermore we
introduce a'logícal' method to localize edit errors in a faulty record.
This latter approach can be víewed as the 'logical' counterpart of the
method of Naus et al. (1972) to construct error models.
3.4.1 Formulations of the problem
The localization of edit errors ín records can be defined as an
optimization problem in several ways. We shall present two basic
formulations, one based on error weights and the other on error
probabilíties. From these basic formulations it is possible to derive some
other ones, which yield only approximative solutions when viewed as
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solutions of a problem in one of the basic formulations.
The intuition behind both basic formulations is the same. They only
díffer in the use of either error weights or error probabilities. This
basic intuition is the following. Let a(possibly partially corrected)
record r be gíven that activates a subset Er of the set E of edits.
Remember that r can only activate an edit e in E if the variables involved
in e are present in r. Suppose furthermore that r violates a subset Er~ of
Er. We should like to replace r by a partially corrected record r' such
that
1. r' idles all edits in Er~.
2. r' is repairable.
3. r' has the same routing structure as r.
4. r' differs from r in as few variables as possible.
5. The variables for which r and r' have different values, are suspicious
to have íncorrect values.
We briefly comment on these points. The first requirement is very natural
because otherwise there would still be an inacceptable combination of
values in r'. In view of point 3 it is sufficient to replace the (regular)
values of suspicious variables in r by the transition set to which they
belong. Such a transition set can be interpreted as a missing value
('missing due to edit violation'). Points 2 and 3 are conditions appealing
to the logical structure of the correspondíng questionnaire. Recall that
property 1.4.1 guarantees the existence of such an r': replacing all
regular values of variables appearing in the record by missing ones, i.e.
by the transition sets to which the correspondíng regular values belong
yields a path, and there is at least one record in this path which
satisfies all edits in EZ. (In view of the results in chapter 2 the
required property 1.4.1 may be impossible to verify for a partícular
questionnaire, because the number of edit clusters can be exceedingly
large.) To find such an r' is another matter (cf. theorem 3.4.1 and theorem
3.4.2 below). Point 4 expresses the intention to keep as much information
in r as possible. Thís seems a natural requirement. Point 5 assumes that
error probabilities or error weights have been calculated. If this is not
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the case, however, then it is sometimes implicitly assumed that all
variables in r which are also involved in the edits in Er, have an equal
probability of being in error. For some formulatíons of edit error
localization it is necessary to combine conditions 4 and 5 into one
requirement.
Before we proceed, we give an example which shows that condition 2
above, i.e. with respect to the repairability of r', is a condition which
cannot be discarded.
Example 3.4.1 (Non-repairable record)
Let a record contain 6 variables, denoted by vl,...,v6. We assume that the
corresponding questions occur in this order in a questionnaire. Let Ri be
the domain of vi, 15i~6. Suppose we have R1-R3-(0,1], RZ-RS-(0,1,2),
R4-R6-[0,1,2,3). Suppose furthermore that five edits ei have been defined,
to which the following edit sets Ei correspond:
E1-R1 x(0,1) x{0] x R4 x(0,1) x R6
EZ-(1) x RZ x(1) x{0,1] x R5 x(2,3)
E3-[0) x(1,2) x R3 x(1,2,3) x RS x R6
E4-R1 x(0,2) x R3 x Rd x R5 x(0,1)
ES-(1) x RZ x R3 x(0) x(1,2) x Rs
(3.4.1)
Suppose that we have the record r-(vl,l)(v2,0)(v3,0)(vy,0)(vS,l)(v6,0).
This record activates all five edits in (3.4.1). An inspection shows that
it violates edits el, e4 and e5, or, alternatívely expressed, rEE1nE4nE5.
Evidently there is no single variable which idles all violated edits. It
is easy to verify that the variables vz or v5 are involved in the violated
edíts. However, it is impossible to impute values from RZ and RS for vZ
and v5 respectively in order to obtain a correct record. ~~~
In order to give the first basic formulation of edit error localization, we
first introduce some notation. Let r be a record which has activated a set
Er of edits and which violates the edits in a subset Er~ thereof. Let
er i denote an edit ín Er, for i-1,...,k, and er~ i an edit in Er~, for
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i-1,...,m. Furthermore assume that Wr S and Wr,,,i are the sets of
variables involved in edits er i and er~ i respectively. Let Wr-Uik1Wr,i
and Wrv~i-i Wrv,i denote the sets of variables involved in the edits in
Er and Er~ respectively. Let Fr~ denote the edit set corresponding to the
edíts in Er~. Using the notation establíshed in section 3.3, we can
formulate edit error localization as the problem to find a subset KCWr~






has a maximum value (interpreting r as a randomly drawn record), and such
that r', which is the partially corrected record, obtained from r by
replacing the values of the variables in K by missing values (i.e.
appropriate transition sets) is repairable. In order to facilitate
computations, however, we apply the same approximation to (3.4.2) as was
given by Naus et al. (1972), and which was also used in section 3.3. We
then find that, instead of (3.4.2), we should identífy a subset K as above,
such that the conditional probability
P[njEK Aj ~ ~jEWr`K BjI~jEWrv Aj] . (3.4.3)
is maximized, subject to the additional constraint with respect to the
repairability of r'.
Note that checking whether a partially corrected record is repairable
for CP-edits is similar to asking whether a Boolean expression is
satisfiable. Hence checking the repairability of a partially corrected
record is NP-complete (cf. also theorem 2.2.1). It is also true that the
decision versions of the optimization problems formulated above for CP-
edits are NP-complete. The corresponding optimization problems themselves,
however, are NP-hard. It also holds that the decision versions of the
optimization problems for polyhedral edits are NP-complete, whereas these
optimization problems themselves are NP-hard.
Theorem 3.4.1 Edit error localizatíon formulated in either of two ways
above is NP-hard for CP-edits as well as for polyhedral edits. ~~~
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Another basic formulation of the edit error localization problem is the
Minimum Weighted Fields to Impute (MWFI) formulation, which runs as
follows. Assume that with each variable vi in r an error weight ciERt is
associated. Let c denote the column vector of these values. Let z be the
0-1 column vector with as many components as there are variables in Wr~,
i.e. IWr~~, such that zi-1 if the values of vi in r and r' differ, and
zi-0 otherwise. In case z1-1 the value of vi in r is regular and it is a
transition set ín r'. Then MWFI requires to fínd a vector z(and hence a
record r') such that c'z is minimal and such that the record r'
corresponding to z obeys conditions 1 and 2 above (condition 3 is
automatically satísfíed).
We can express this also as follows. Let the m edits in Er~, i.e. the
edits which are víolated by r, be ordered according to the (induced)
natural order on Er~ (cf. section 1.4). Let M be the 0-1 matrix of the
order mxlWrv~~ the violated edít matrix, such that Mi~-1 if variable j is
involved in edit i, and M1~-0 otherwise. The MWFI problem can then be
formulated as follows. Find a vector z such that
c'z is minimal
subject to: 1. Mz~l (3.4.4)
2. r' is repairable
Without this second condition MWFI would be a set covering problem (see
e.g. Garfinkel and Nemhauser, 1972, chapter 8). In view of example 3.4.1
thís condition cannot be dropped, however. Nevertheless we shall borrow
some terminology from this integer programming problem. A feasible
solution to (3.4.4) wíll also be called a cover. A prime cover is a cover
with a minimal number of components equal to 1(i.e. a local minimum). The
set of variables corresponding to the components in a cover equal to 1, are
said to cover off the violated edits.
The following theorem can be formulated. It can be proved by noting
that the MINIMUM COVER problem (cf. Garey and Johnson, 1979, p. 222) ís NP-
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complete.
Theorem 3.4.2 In the MWFI formulation, edit error localization is NP-hard,
for both CP-edits and polyhedral edits. ~~~
It is clear that in the edit error localization problem the repairability
of r' (i.e. condition 2 above) is a bottleneck which cannot be
circumvented. So any formulation of edit error localization as an
optimization problem is NP-hard.
A variant of either formulation of error localization as given above is
the following. Assume that the variables in an incorrect record r have
been ordered ín descending order of their error proneness, i.e. either in
descending order of the corresponding error probabilities or in ascending
order of the corresponding error weights. Assume that variables in r are
successively assigned míssing values, starting with the first variable in
the sequence, until for the first time we obtain a repairable incomplete
record. Of course such a process will terminate, if the logical structure
obeys property 1.4.1, which we assume. It is however not necessary that
conditions 4 and 5 will be met. Obviously error localization as formulated
here is NP-complete.
In sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 we present two other formulations of edit
error localization, which ( at best) yield solutions which are not
necessarily optimal in the sense of either of the basic formulations of the
edit error localízation problem as given above.
3.4.2 Tàe Fellegi-Holt approach ~
Suppose that a q~e-type questionnaire Q~E is given which only contains
questions~variables with finite domains. Furthermore to localize edit
errors in a faulty record it is only necessary to consíder the variables
involved in the activated edits. One of the aims is to idle the violated
edits by assigning missing values to one or more variables involved in
these edits. As example 3.4.1 shows, pursuing this aim only may not
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succeed in producing a repairable partially corrected record. As Fellegi
and Holt (1976) have shown, such a record will be produced, however, if the
set of edits is a so-called complete set (see below). The basic idea of
the Fellegí-Holt approach is therefore to generate a complete set of edits
for a set of edits which are activated by any record in a particular path
ín the routing graph of Qá~E. The problem of edit error localization in a
faulty record is then reduced by Fellegi and Holt to a set covering
problem, i.e. to solving an MWFI problem (cf. 3.4.4) without bothering
about the repairability requirement.
For the Fellegi-Holt approach it is important that each CP-edit is
written as a dísjunction of normal CP-edits, i.e. for which the
corresponding edit set is a cartesian product set. In thís section we
shall therefore assume that all CP-edits are normal, unless explicitly
stated otherwise. Furthermore our attention is restricted to the edits ín
the set Er which have been activated by r. Let Er~ denote the subset of Er
which consists of the edits violated by r.
We now consider collections of edits which guarantee that a cover of the
entire collection yields a repairable record. In order to do this we fírst
introduce the concept of a logically implied edit. An edit e is said to be
(Zogically) implied by the edits el and eZ, if the corresponding edit set
EB of e is derived as follows from the edit sets E1 and EZ of el and ez
respectively. Let E1-Ai1xAi2x "'xAin (i-1,2) for non-empty subsets Ai~CR~
(i-1,2). Now choose an index j and define an edit e with edit set
Ee -(AiinAzi) x(Ai2~2z) x...x (A1.J-inA2..i-i) x(A1~UA2~) x
(A1 jtl(lA2 ,jtl) x...x (A1n~zn) , (3.4.5)
where A1knA2kr~ by assumption, for k-1,...,n and lc,~j. It is easy to verífy
that if a record violates e then it also violates el or eZ. The variable j
is called the generating varíable for e. We shall write
e - el ~~ ez ~ (3.4.6)
to indicate that e is logically implied by el and e2, using variable j as a
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generating variable. It is easy to see that e~~ e- e(i.e. idempotency),
el ~~ eZ-e2 ~~ el (i.e commutativity) for all j, and that, in general,
el ~~ (ey ~r e3) ~ ( el ~~ ey) ~k e3 (i.e. non-transitivity) for j~k. But
el ~~ (ey ~~ e3) -(el ~~ e2) ~~ e3 ( i.e. restricted transitivity) for all
j.
An implied CP-edit e is called essentially new if the range set A1~UA2j
of the generating variable j equals the domain R~, and both A1~ and AZ~ are
proper subsets of R~. This means that the j-th variable is not involved in
e. In case an implied edit e- el ~y e2 is not essentíally new, we may
díscard it for localization purposes. The reason is that the set of
varíables involved in e is the union of the sets of variables in el and eZ,
and furthermore it holds that a record víolates e if and only if it
violates el and ey. However an implied edit whích is not essentially new
may be of importance to generate an essentially new implied edit. Therefore
we cannot discard it when generating a so-called complete set of edits.
This is a set of CP-edits such that no essentially new implied edits can be
derived from it. Generating a complete set of edits may require a time
exponential in IEI~n, where IEI is the size of the original set of edits
and n the number of variables involved in the edits in E.
In example 3.4.2 the concepts of logically implied edits and of
essentially new implied edits is illustrated.
Example 3.4.2 (Graphical illustration of implied edits)
Consider the following pairs of edit sets in R1xRZ-(0,10]x[0,10], which are
plotted ín exhibit 3.4.1:
E1 - [3,9] x [2,6]; E3 - [3,10] x [0,4]; ES - [3,10] x [0,5];
EZ - [1,4] x [4,9J; E4 - [1,4] x [2,10]; E6 - (0,5] x [4,10].
Let e1 be the edit corresponding to Ei, for í-1,...,6. In exhibit 3.4.2
some edits which are logically implied by the given ones are presented.
In exhibit 3.4.1 the edit sets corresponding to these edits are drawn.
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Note that only the last three ímplied edits are essentially new. ~~~
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Ezhibit 3.4.2 Some logically implied edits
implied edit edit set variables involved
el ~1 ez [1,9] x (2,4] vl, vz
el ~z ez [3,4] x[2,9] vl, vz
e3 ~1 e4 [1~10] x [2~4] vl~ vz
e3 ~z eb [3,4] x [0,10] vl
e5 ~1 e6 [0,10] x [4,5] vz
e5 ~z efi [3,5] x [0,10] vl
Let n be a complete set of CP-edits defined for Er. Furthermore let flk
(lsl~n) be the maximal subset of fl, containing all edits ín 0 in which only
the variables vl,...,vk are involved. That ís, the edit sets corresponding
to the edits in t2k are of the form: A1x...xAkxRktix...xRn where fásAi~i
(i-1,...,k) and R~ is the domaín of the j-th variable (j-1,...,n). We have
f21c...cf~,-fl. The following theorem holds (cf. Fellegi and Holt, 1976,
theorem 1).
Theorem 3.4.3 Let r-(vl,al)...(vk-l,ak-1)(vk,~)...(vn,~), where the ~'s are
arbitrary values in the appropriate finite domains R~ (j-k,...,n), be a
record which does not víolate the edits in flk-1. Then there is a value
ak~ such that r'(ak)-(vl,al)...(vk-l,ak-i)(vk,Hk)(Vkti,~)...(vn,~) does
not violate the edits in flk .
Proof Suppose such a value akERk does not exist. Then for any value akERk
there is at least one edit in f2k which is violated by r'(ak). For any ak~k
pick an edit e(ak)Ef1k which is víolated by r'(ak). A moment's reflection
shows that the implied edit e(akl) ~k e(akz) ~k--.~k e(akt), where
Rk-(aki,...,akt?, is well-defined (i.e. the corresponding edit set is
nonempty), ís violated by r'(a') for any a'ERk, and is an element in f2k.
But in fact this implied edit is essentially new, because it does not
involve the variable vk, and therefore it is an element of fl3c-1. But this
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implies that the record (vl,al)...(vx-l,ax-1)(vx,~)...(vn,~) violates at
least one edit in flk-1. Thís is a contradition. Therefore such a value
axERx exists.
Remark 3.4.1 The proof of theorem 3.4.3 suggests a sequential approach to
edit error localization. Compare this with the approach by Garfinkel as
described ín section 3.4.3. ~~~
The following result, an adaption of corollary 2 in Fellegi and Holt (1976,
p.24), is basic for the Fellegi-Holt approach.
Corollary to theorem 3.4.3 Let S be a subset of the n variables in a record
r. Suppose that the varíables in S cover off all edits, in a complete set
of edits, which are víolated by a record r. Then S yields a repairable
record from r, i.e. for each variable in S a regular value can be assigned
and substituted so that the resulting record obeys the logical structure of
the corresponding questionnaire. ~~~
Remark 3.4.2 In the formulation of theorem 3.4.3 we assumed that the order
in which the variables are considered is the standard order in which they
appear in the record. It ís, however, possible to assume a dífferent order.
For instance if r ís an incorrect record víolatíng several edits, an error
model could be used to calculate the error probability (or weight) of each
varíable involved in these edíts. By assumíng that the variables not
involved in any of these edits have error probabílity 0(or error weight
~), we can order the variables ín r in descending (ascending) order of
theír corresponding error probabilities (weights). ~~~
Remark 3.4.3 The clue of the Fellegi-Holt approach to data editing with CP-
edits is to generate a complete set of CP-edits from a set of explicitly
given ones. In particular the essentially new implied edits among these are
of importance. This idea can also be applied to polyhedral edits.
In Fellegi and Holt (1976, sectíon 5.3) a methodology is given to
generate a complete set of implied edíts from a given set of polyhedral
edíts. In order to define the concept of a complete set of polyhedral
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edits, we must first define what an essentially new implied polyhedral edit
ís. To this end, assume we have quantitative variables xi,...,xk and two
polyhedral edits el and ey given by
el : Ei a1 x; ~ 0
e2 : Ei bixi ~ 0,
(3.4.7)
for ai, bl E R(i-1,...,k). We shall say that variable xi is ínvolved in
e.g. el if ai ~ 0. From el and e2 we can derive a polyhedral edít e3, which
we shall call an essentíally new ímplied polyhedral edit, if there is a j E
{1,...,k1 such that a~ c 0 and b~ ~ 0. If we defíne ci - aib~ - a~bí for í
- 1,...,k then we have that e3, defined by
e3 : Ei c1x1 ~ 0, (3.4.8)
is a polyhedral edit which does not ínvolve variable x~. We shall say that
variable x~ is the generating variable for e3, and we shall write e3 a
el~~e2. Note that the generation of an essentially new polyhedral edit is
more restricted than its CP counterpart.
By repeatedly applying this operation in (3.4.8) to a given set of
polyhedral edits, a complete set of polyhedral edits is eventually
generated, which is defined ín essentially the same way as for CP-edits.
Remark 3.4.4 Note that if we really want to apply the Fellegi-Holt approach
in practice, a complete set of edíts should be generated for every path in
the routíng graph which activates at least one edit, i.e. which is not in
Ker(ry) ( cf. section 2.2). This can clearly be infeasible. The sequentíal
method gíven in section 3.4.3 seems to be more attractive for practical
applications in this respect. This holds also for the procedure referred
to in remark 3.4.1. ~~~
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3.4.3 Garfinkel's algorithm
In the present section we assume to be in the same position as in section
3.4.2, i.e. having a q~e-type questionnaire with all questions~variables
having finíte domains. Assume that the edits in this questíonnaíre are CP-
edits.
The Fellegi-Holt procedure is based on generating a complete set of
edits from a given set of edíts, prior to error localization. Garfinkel
(1979) on the other hand presents a sequential algorithm for error
localization. Instead of generating a complete set of edits prior to
localizing errors, ít sequentially generates implied edits, until a
repairable partially corrected record is found. The algorithm, which is
based on repeatedly solving a set covering problem, tries to find a
solution to the MWFI problem as formulated in (3.4.4). In fact the
algorithm yields an imputation for the repairable record as well, but this
can be discarded. By renumbering the vertices in r we may assume that they
are vl,...,vn. The algorithm is as follows.
Algorithm 3.4.1 (Sequential error localization)
Let an incorrect record r be given, with violated edit matrix M. Let the i-
th edit violated by r have edit set Ai1x....xAin, where A~k is a nonempty
subset of the transitíon set to which the value of variable v~ belongs. Let
c be the error weight vector. In order to find a solution to the MWFI
problem (3.4.4) proceed as follows.
1. Solve (3.4.4) without conditíon 2, and denote the solution by z".
2. Let J"-(jlz~~l}. For each variable v~ with j~J" retain its value.
For each variable v~ with jEJ" replace the oríginal value a~ by the
transition set, R~k say, to which a~ belongs. In order to test that the
partíally corrected record thus obtained is repairable, check this by
letting each v~, with jEJ", assume the values in the corresponding
transition set, and for each resulting completed record rl (1 denotes the
trial number) check whether it satisfies the edits in Er. If so, then
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stop: z' is a solution and rl is a completed record. Otherwise continue
with step 3.
3. Find a prime cover w(a 0-1 row vector) satisfying
wQ ? 1 , (3.4.9)
where Q is a 0-1 matrix such that
a~ 1 if the 1-th record rl ín step 2 violates edit í
Qil (3.4.10)
0 otherwise.
Let w` be a solution of (3.4.9) and put I'-lilwi~l).
4. Generate the edit eZ.(w')sII~A~ where
( ~iEI~ Ai~ íf j~ J.
A~ - { (3.4.11)
l R~ 1 íf jE J" , with R~ 1 as
indicated in step 2.
Add the 0-1 row vector m at the bottom of M in (3.4.4), where
~ 1 if v~ is involved in eZ.(w')
0 otherwise.
(3.4.12)
5. Go to step 1.
Algorithm 3.4.1 terminates because of the following observations:
rr~
1. The edit generated in step 4 yields a set covering constraint, which
is víolated by the current z'. Hence a new prime cover for (3.4.4),
without the repairability condition but with the added constraints, will
be found at each íteration of step 1.
2. The number of such prime covers is finite (at most 2INr~-1)
In order to facílitate the understandíng of algorithm 3.4.1, we briefly
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comment on each step. For an example illustrating the algorithm the reader
is referred to Garfinkel (1979).
Discussion of algorithm 3.4.1
Step 1 See Garfinkel and Nemhauser (1972, ch. 8) for a thorough discussíon
of set covering, which is known to be NP-hard. The corresponding decision
problem (MINIMUM COVER) is NP-complete.
Step 2 This step assumes that the number of records to be tested is not too
large. Note that the number of records to be tested is of the order
II~EJ~IR~kI. After step 2 has been executed a new complete record is
generated, which satisfíes the edits in Er. So this algorithm solves the
MWFI problem and provides an imputation as well (which may be discarded, of
course).
Step 3 Any set I' induced by a prime cover w' of Q, produces a maximal
ímplied edit (via (3.4.11)), whích is an edít such that the corresponding
edit set is not contaíned ín the edit set of any other edit. w" can be
found in linear time.
Step 4 This step uses several generating variables to calculate (a
generalization of) an implied edit, and is therefore slightly more general
than the operation in (3.4.5). A generalization of theorem 3.4.3 proves
that eZ.(w') is a valid edit, implying in particular that A~r~ for all j.
As a general remark we may add that the edits generated by different
records might be different. Lnstead of calculating certain implied edits
several times, it is plausible to keep the generated edits in a table. Note
furthermore that all domains are necessarily finite because of the
enumeration in step 2.
It ís not clear whether this algorithm performs satisfactorily in
practice, with respect to both optimality guarantees and average time and
space complexity. To the present author no empirical results about thís
algorithm are known. It is clear that its worst case behaviour can be bad,
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essentially due to step 2.
3.4.4 Additional remarks
Garfinkel's algoríthm uses a'brute force' method (in step 2) to verify
that an incomplete record r' ís repairable. Instead we could use a
probabilistic method to verify this. We assume that a combination of values
is drawn which is substítuted for the missing ones appearing in the record
r'.
Suppose that, for each íncomplete record r', we make at most N
independent draws of such values, which are then substituted into r', and
the completed record r" is checked against the edits. As soon as we find a
record r" whích satisfies the edits, we stop: r' ís repairable.
Assume that the combinations of values are drawn from a uniform
distribution. Let p be the probability that a combination is drawn which
yields an acceptable record r". Note that p is the size of the collection
of combínations yielding a repairable record relative to the collection of
all possible combinations. Let T be the stopping time for the first
success, i.e. a combination yielding an acceptable record r". Then we
have for 1sk5N:
P[T - k] s qk lp , (3.4.13)
where q-1-p. Hence T has a geometric distribution. As is well known ET-l~p
and Var(T)-l~pz. Suppose that at the ka-th draw a success was scored. We
can estimate p from (3.4.13) for k-ko by applyíng the maxímum likelihood
(ML) estimation technique. Then we find that the ML-estimator of p equals
l~ko .
Suppose that in N draws no success was obtained, i.e. T~N. We fínd
P[T ~ N] - 9N . (3.4.14)
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Of course, the fact that no success was obtained does not justify the
conclusion that r' is not repairable. Suppose, however, that we want to say
something about p, in order to obtain an idea of the síze of the set of
solutions compared to the size of the set of all possible combinations.
Applyíng the ML-method to (3.4.14) yields the unsatisfactory result p:0.
In Good (1965, section 3.1) this and simílar problems are consídered. It is
suggested there that a Bayesian method should be applied to find a more
sensible estimate.
Let g:[0,1]~R be a prior density for p. Using (3.4.14) we find for the
posterior density h of p:
h(P) - 1 (1-P)Ng(P)
fo (1-P)Ng(P)dP
(3.4.15)
As a point estimate for p we can for instance take the expected value of
the posterior density. In case we do not have any príor knowledge about p
we should use an ignorance prior for g. Some ignorance priors are of the
beta form, that is proportional to p~(1-p)~, where a,~~-1. Well-known
ignorance priors are obtained for the choices a-0, ~-0 and a--1~2, ~--1~2.
The mean of the posterior density (3.4.15) for g(p)~p~(1-p)~ i s given by
a t 1
ppost v a t~ f N t 2
(3.4.16)
For the uniform prior (a-~-0) this yields ppoat,i: 1~(Nt2), and for the
prior with a-~--1~2 we find ppost,z~l~(2Nt2), which is almost twice as
small as ppoet 1. So, although we are able to estimate p in thís Bayesian
approach, the problem is now to find a suitable ígnorance prior. (This is
of course a problem for Bayesian statistics in general.) We shall not dwell
on this topic any further.
We now come to the second point in this sectíon. In order to find edit
errors in a record, we might as well proceed as follows. We first try to
find a set of varíables which are likely to be in error. Then we check
whether the resulting íncomplete record is repairable. This second step can
either be carried out by complete enumeration, if there is only a finite
number of possibilities, by a probabilistic method as described above, or
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by yet another method. (For CP-edits this ís símilar to solving a
satísfiability problem.) We concentrate on the fírst step here.
Let r be a record which has activated a set EL of edits, and violated
the edíts in Er~cEr. Asswne that with each variable vi ín r there is a
Boolean variable ui associated, which indicates whether (ui-true) or not
(ui-false) vi ís assumed to have an incorrect value. We shall associate a
Boolean sentence with the triple r, Er and Er~. Thís sentence is built
using the following principles.
1. For each edit ei in Er~ the variables involved in it are all
suspicious of being in error. With such an edit associate a clause
uilv....vu;ki if the variables vil,...,viki are involved in ei.
2. For each edit ei ín EZ`Er~ we can associate either of the followíng
clauses, depending on what seems to be more likely:
a. No variable involved in ei is suspicious to have an incorrect value.
Hence we associate the clause ~u;ln....n~u;k: wíth ei.
b. Not all variables involved ín ei are suspicious to have incorrect
values. Hence we associate the clause ~(uiln....nuik ) with ei.i
For each edit ín E~ a clause ís generated, and a Boolean sentence, called a
suspícíon sentence, is formeà by taking a conjunction of all these clauses.
If there is a solution to thís Boolean sentence, then we have a set of
candidate variables which might yield a repairable incomplete record,
namely the variables associated with the literals ui which have the value
'true'. Let S denote such a solution set. Note that for any set Wi of
variables involved in edit eiEEr~ SnWi,~í, for any solution set S. So
assígning a missing variable to the variables in S wíll always idle the
edits in Er~. We illustrate the construction of suspicion sentences in the
following example.
Example 3.4.3 Consíder the situation in example 3.4.1. The record r given
there violates the edits el, ey and e5. Hence the clauses associated wíth
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these edits are respectively: uZVU3vu5, uZVU6 and ulvu~vu5. Suppose that we
consider none of the variables in the remaining errors suspect. We then
obtain the following clauses for e2 and e3:lulnlu3nlu4nlu6 and lu1nlu2nlu4.
Taking the conjunction of these clauses yields the suspicíon sentence
(u2vu3vu5)n(lulnlu3nlu4n~u6)n(lulnlu2nlu4)n(u2vu6)n(ulvu4vu5) .
(3.4.17)
It is not easy to see that (3.4.17) is contradictory. Hence our assumption
as to the correctness of the values of all variables in the edits satisfied
by r was too optimistic. Going to the other extreme and assuming that not
all variables in e2 and e3 are suspicíous of having incorrect values yields
the following suspicion sentence
(u2vu3vu5)n(lulv~u3vlu4vlu6)n(lulvlu2vlu4)n(u2vu6)n(ulvu4vu5) .
(3.4.18)
The suspicion sentence (3.4.18) is neither a tautology nor a contradíction.
A solution to (3.4.18) is for instance (ul,uZ,u3,uy,us,u6)-(0,1,0,1,0,0,0),
where 1 signifies 'true' and 0'false', as usual. As one easily verifies
(3.4.18) does not have a unique solution. It should be attempted, however,
to find solutions with as few 1's as possible, implying as few variables as
possíble havíng to receive another value in r(provided r" is repairable).
Of course it is possíble, and advisable, to find out whether an
'intermediate' suspícion sentence has a solution, e.g. the sentence which
is obtained when assuming that the variables involved in ey are not
suspicious, whereas those involved in e3 are not all suspicious. As a
guideline in the choice of a suitable suspicion sentence, one could perhaps
make use of an error model. Suppose that error weights have been
calculated. Assume that an edit which has not been víolated and for which
the sum of the weights of the variables involved is below a certain level,
is considered to be of the second type. This means that for such an edit
the variables involved in it are assumed not all to be suspicious.
Otherwise, the edit ís asswned to be of the first type, i.e. none of the




Once we have obtained a partially corrected record we could abandon our
correction process. If we know how to live with data files wíth incomplete
records (with a correct routing structure,though) everything ís fine. As we
have argued in section 0.2, we do not consíder it satisfactory to let users
dabble with incomplete data fíles. Nevertheless it ís interestíng to
consider a specific problem with such incomplete files, namely how they
could be matched with other files (either complete or incomplete).
In section 4.2 we shall attempt to present a complete taxonomy of
missing values we could come across in such incomplete files, or which
otherwise play a role in collecting or processing survey data. In section
4.3 we consider the problem how to cope with incomplete records ín data
bases.
4.2 Various types of missing values
In the previous chapters we have assumed that a record is represented as a
sequence consísting of pairs of variables and values. In practice however a
record is very often represented by a fixed number of fields, each of which
corresponds to a variable in the questionnaire. Such a record
representation is of fixed length because it contains a fixed number of
fields, each corresponding to a variable in the record (as a sequence of
pairs of variables and values), and each field has a specific and fixed
length. In such a fixed length record, not only the variables wíth regular
values are represented, but also the variables with missing values, e.g.
those which have been skipped as a result from the routing structure in the
corresponding questionnaire. Files with fixed length records are called
flat. They are to be contrasted with hierarchical files. The advantage of
flat files to hierarchical ones is that they are easier to manipulate. An
apparant drawback of such files ís that they may require much more space
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than equivalent hierarchical ones.
In the present section we try to find a taxonomy of missing value types
which one might encounter ín such fixed length records, which can either be
complete or incomplete (but partially corrected). Each missing value type
corresponds to a particular reason for missíngness. The information which
is contained in (certain) missíng values is of importance for an insight in
the mechanisms which generate them. It is also important to distinguish
between missing values when applying a procedure to backtrack in a
questionnaire which is implemented on a handheld computer, i.e. in a CAPI
survey. Backtracking is applied when answers of a respondent turn out to
be in conflict with one or more edits ín the questionnaire.
We consider two general classes of missing values: the first class
consists of míssíng values which should be regular values but have not been
observed for various reasons; the second class consists of missing values
which do not appear in the records as defined in section 1.3. A variable
which has been assigned a missing value of this class cannot activate
edits, but will make them invisible. For obvious reasons we shall call the
missings belonging to the fírst class reguZar missíngs, and those belonging
to the second class invísible míssíngs. These are our lists of missing
values:
Invisible missings.
1. Inítial missing. This missing signifies that a question has not been
answered by a respondent nor could have possibly been answered because
the interview did not proceed that far. Initially we may consider any
field having been assigned this value for any respondent, when we assume
that for any respondent which is drawn into the sample (save the unit
nonrespondents) a record has been reserved prior to the survey. We can
find such values in the records of the incomplete file corresponding to
respondents which e.g. fínished the interview prematurely. An inítíal
missing value is the only missíng value that cannot be assígned in the
data editing phase.
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2. Routing skip. This missing value indicates that a variable has been
skipped due to the routíng structure in the questionnaire. It has the
property that it does not activate an edit in which a varíable ís
involved to which it has been assígned.
3. Imputed routing skip. A variable in a record which should have been
skipped, but has erroneously been assigned a regular value, wíll receive
a value signífying that it should have been skipped, i.e. an 'ímputed
routing skip'.
4. Míssíng due to overcompleteness. When the routing is checked ít is
possible that there are questions which should have been skipped but
which have actually been answered. These values are changed into a
missing due to overcompleteness. This missing value is treated in
exactly the same way as a routing skip but carríes extra ínformatíon ín
that it indicates that in the original record the variable to which it
has been assigned had not been skipped.
Regular missings.
1. Missing due to out of range. This missing value is assigned to a
variable when it fails a range check, as a result from the círcumstance
that a non-missing value was present but out-of-range. It can be
identifíed with the domaín of the variable to whích it has been assigned.
At a later stage in data editing it míght be changed into another missing
value, which also corresponds to a smaller set of possible values.
2. Missing due to illegitimate skipping. When a record is checked and
corrected with respect to its routing structure, it is possible that a
variable has been assígned a routing skip (i.e. the corresponding
question has been skipped), whereas ít should have been assigned a
regular value. In this case such a variable will receive a'míssing due
to illegitimate skipping'.
3. Missing due to edit violation. If a nonmissing field in a record
violates one or more edits its current value is replaced by a míssing due
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to edit violations when it is decided that this field is responsible for
the víolation. Although it would in principle be possible to indicate
with a special missing value which edits had been violated by the
oríginal value of a varíable in a record, ít seems that this sort of
information is of little interest in general and is therefore discarded.
4. Missing due to íncorrect transition. A variable may have a value in
the wrong transítíon set, and hence imply a transition whích is
incorrect. Such a variable should be assigned a'missing due to
incorrect transition'. Clearly wíth such a missíng value a specífíc
transition set is associated.
Each of these missíng value types can be consídered as being generated by
different nonresponse mechanisms. It seems to be advisable to make a
dístinction between the various types of missing values by using different
codes. Thís ínformation is of value for imputation purposes on the one
hand and can be a source for improving the qualíty of data to be gathered
in a future survey.
4.3 llissing values and databases
In the present section we consider some problems related to the processing
of incomplete data in databases, in particular in relatíonal databases. It
is clear that standard theory for relational databases has to be extended
in order to cope with incomplete data.
There are several approaches to the problem of missing values in
(relational) databases, four of which we shall discuss here:
1. Codd's (1975) approach, which is based on three-valued logic. It is
an extension of ordinary (two-valued) logíc.
2. Vassiliou's (1979) approach, which is based on denotational semantics
and requires a four-valued logic.
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3. An approach in which each missing value ís identified with a specific
(transition) set.
4. An approach in which each missing value is identified with a random
variable.
From these approaches the third is tailored to the framework ín the present
book, whereas the other three approaches are of a more general character.
The fourth approach has a statistical character, whereas the other
approaches are purely 'logical'.
Further material on missing values in databases, which is relevant to
the problem considered in the present sectíon, is supplied by e.g. Lacroix
and Pirotte ( 1976), Zaniolo (1977), Vassiliou (1980), Lipski (1981) and
Date ( 1983, section 5.5).
Before we present the approaches, we introduce some notation. Apart from
the standard Boolean truth-values t(true) and f(false) we shall need
truth-values n(unknown) and ~(inconsistent). This latter truth-value ~ is
only needed in Vassiliou's (1979) approach.
In order to avoíd any confusion we shall call generalizations of Boolean
expressions, 'truth-valued' expressions, where the set of truth values
includes the common truth-values 'true' (or 't') and 'false' (or 'f'), but
possibly other values as well.
4.3.1 Codd's approach
Queríes and operations in a relational database are based on logic. In
order to cope with missing values in such databases one has to extend
ordinary two-valued logic to many-valued logics, i.e. with at least three
truth-values. Furthermore it should be defined how truth-valued
expressíons ought to be evaluated. As an extension to the ordinary two-
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NOT t f a
f t a
(4.3.1)
Existential and universal quantifiers behave like iterated OR and AND
respectively. Note, by the way, that the AND and OR tables can both be
interpreted as multiplication tables for abelian groups of order 3 on the
set T-( t,f,a), with identity t(for AND) and f(for OR). The quadruple
(T,t,AND,OR) forms an algebra.
In order to be able to evaluate a truth-valued expression, the following
míssíng value princíple could be applíed. A truth-valued expression S
takes the value a íf and oniy if it has the following two propertíes:
1. each occurrence of a in S can be replaced by a regular value in the
domain of the corresponding variable, so as to yield the value t for S,
2. each occurrence of a in S can be replaced by a regular value in the
domain of the corresponding variable, so as to yield the value f for S.
Note that in this approach there is just one type of missing value.
Furthermore there is no difference between a missing value on the one hand
and the truth-value a on the other. Codd's approach is what Vassiliou
(1979) calls truth-functíonal: the evaluation V(S(c1,c2,...,ck)) of a
truth-valued expression S(cl,c2,...,ck), where the ci are elementary truth-
valued expressions, equals S(V(cl),...,V(ck)). Here V maps the expressions
on the set T according to the above rules. For example,
V(cl AND (c2 OR c3))- V(cl) AND (V(cy) OR V(c3)).
It should be noted that the concepts of tautology, í.e. an expression which
always evaluates to t, for any combínation of the values of the variables
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in the expression, and contradictíon, i.e. an expression which always
evaluates to f, for any combination of the values of the variables in the
expression, have to be reinterpreted. For example, in two-valued logic p
OR (NOT p) is a tautology, but not in three-valued logic. But any
tautology (contradiction) in three-valued logic is a tautology
(contradiction) in two-valued logic.
A further restriction introduced by Codd extends the non-duplicate
principle: in a relation (a flat file) there can be no two identical tuples
(records, in our case). So if there are two tuples containing missing
values, but which agree on the remaining variables, one of these has to be
removed from the relation to which they belong. This principle should be
viewed in the light of the unidentifiability of missing values.
On the basís of these conventions it is possible to investigate the
behaviour of relational algebra in thís extended setting. We shall only
consider the equi-join as an example. The equí-join is the operation of
joining records from two relations on the basis of equality of two
variables (cf. Ullman, 1982, p. 155), as an example. In Codd (1975)
examples can be found of other operations.
Let vl, vZ and v3 with domains (3,5), (1,2) and t1,2) respectively. Let
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We can view the equi-joín R[vy-v3]S as a'lower bound' for any completion
of these íncomplete relations, and the maybe equi-join R[vyL~v3]S as an
'upper bound'.
A defect in this approach to data bases with incomplete data is the very
fact that it is truth-functional, which may give rather undesirable
effects. Consider for instance the expression C~(v1-1) OR NOT (v1-1),
where vl is a variable taking values in the domain (1,2,3). If in a record
the value of vl is unknown, then in the approach of the present section C
evaluates to a. However, vl has in fact exactly one of the values 1, 2 or
3, and for any of these values for vl, C evaluates to t.
The phenomenon described in the precedíng paragraph is undesírable
because we want to use the information as available in the data base, no
more but no less either. In the truth-functional approach as described in
the present sectíon this latter requirement is not always met. See also
Vassiliou (1979, sectíon 2) for a further discussion of this phenomenon. As
a matter of fact, precisely this defect in Codd's approach motivated
Vassiliou to develop an alternative approach.
4.3.2 Vassiliou's approach
The basíc idea of Vassiliou's approach is to extend the domains and
codomains of functions. Let R1,...,Rkt1 be domains and let Ri a Riu{a,~)
(isl,...,ktl) be their extensíons. Let f:R1x...xRk~Rkt1 be a partíal
functíon, that ís, a function that is not defined on the whole of
R1x...xRk. This f can be extended to a total functíon
fo:Rox...xRk~Rktl, as follows.
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1, fo(al,...,ak) - f(al,...,ak) for all (al,...,ak)ER1x...xRk for which
f is defined.
2. fo(al,...,a~) - w if f is not defined at (al,...,ak)ER1x...xRk.
3. fo(al,...,ak) a w if ai~w for at least one i.
4. If ai-a for an iE(1,...,k} and a~ER~ for j~i then
w if f(al,..,e,..,ak) is undefined for all
e E Ri ;
fo(al,...,ak) - c c E Ak,l if f(al,..,e,..ak) is either undefined
or equals c at least once, for all e E Ri;
a in any other case. (4.3.4)
Vassilíou ( 1979, section 3) presents the truth tables of the and, or and
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NOTo t f a w
f t a w
(4.3.5)
Note that restricting these tables to the values t, f and a yields Codd's
truth tables. It should be stressed, however, that these tables cannot be
used in evaluatíng expressions as in Codd's approach, because Vassiliou's
approach is non-truth-functional.
The example considered in Vassíliou (1979) to show this is based on the
fact that c OR (NOT c) is not a tautology in Codd's approach. The truth-
valued expression (clncZ)v(c3n~cZ) evaluates to a if cl-t, c3-t and cz-a ín
Codd's case, but evaluates to t in Vassiliou's case. (n, v and ~ to denote
'and', 'or' and 'not' operators, in either interpretation.)
When applying Vassiliou's method in practice, a semantical
ínterpretation of the symbols a and w should be given. One such
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interpretation, in the framework ín the present book, is that a is 'a
regular missing value', i.e. a missing value which stands for some regular
but unknown value, whereas ~ is 'an invisible missing value', i.e. a
missing value which does not represent a regular value.
Of course, working directly from the definítíons in (4.3.4) in a
practical situation is rather laborious. Therefore Vassiliou (1979,
section 4) gíves sume results which facilitate the use of the method. The
interested reader is referred to his paper to learn about the details.
4.3.3 Set approach
As we have shown in chapter 3, regular missing values can be identifíed
wíth certain sets, viz. transition sets. We have assumed in this book that
records consist of pairs of variables and values. A value is either regular
or a regular missing value, i.e. a transition set.
This observatíon can be used to as a basis for another approach to data
bases with missing data. We illustrate this by consídering an extension of
the equi-joín concept.
Consider two files, fll and f12, which are to be joined on the basis of
equality of the variables, vl and v2, where vl is a variable in fll and vZ
a variable in f12, having a common domain R. Assume that both fll and f12
may contain records with missing values for the variables vl and v2. Let
(fll,rl,vl,al) and (f12,rZ,v2,a2) be data elements from fll and f12
respectively: fli is the file identifícation, r1 the record identification,
vi the variable identífication and ai a value (i-1,2). This value is a
subset of R. (Note that normally a regular value is not represented by a
one-element set, but by a value. However the present convention is more
convenient in the application we are considering.) Suppose that the
result of a successful matching is represented by a quintuple
(fll~fl2,rl,rZ,a3,~), where fll~fl2 indicates the matched fíle to be
created, the ri are the record ídentifications (i-1,2) and ~ is a bínary
variable to be explained below. Consider the following matching rule.
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Matching rule There is a matching if and only i f a1nazrQl, and in that case
a3-alnaz. In case l a3l-1 and l all, ~azl ~1 let ~-1, otherwise let ~-0.
This rule is based on the idea that the ai represent possible values for
the variable vi ín record ri in file fli. So two records from different
files can only match if they have some possible values in common. Now we
know that a value al with ~all~l is a missíng value. If we have that ~a31~1
and ~al~,lazl~l we have to indicate that a3 is not a regular value. This is
different from the situation where al-az and lall-1, i.e. an exact match.
To indicate the difference, we assign the value 1 to ~; otherwise ~ is
assigned the value 0.
It is clear that this defines a sensible extension of the ordinary equi-
join operation. In fact the idea behind this matching rule can be extended
to other operations, such as range queries ('find all records rl in fl such
that the variable vl has a value in [3,10]'). The prínciple behind this is
that there should be at least one element in the value-set associated with
a missing value for vl that satisfies the condition ín a query or whatever.
Note that the elements in the value set corresponding to a missing value
all have the same 'likelihood' of being the true value for this missing
one. If we allow that the various values in such a set have dífferent
probabilities of being the 'true' value, then we obtain our last approach
to our problem of missing data in databases. Note that ín this approach a
missing value is ídentified with a random variable. An approach based on
this idea is discussed in the next section.
4.3.4 Random variable approach
The basic idea of the fourth approach to missing data in databases
essentially extends the idea of a value of a variable in a record. Let r be
a record in a database and vl-ao the value of the field vl in r. Let i~, i
be the domain of the variable vl. Instead of viewing ao as the object





if E~,1 i s discrete, and
fap(x)~ó(ao-x), (4.3.7)
if F~,1 is continuous (ó is Dírac's function).
Taking this point of view, missing data are easily fit into the
framework: a missing value for a variable v in r is associated with a
nondegenerated probability densíty function on F~, . The density functioni
may be estimated from a sample. We shall furthermore assume that the
densities associated with missing values in different records (i.e. for
different individuals) are independent.
Now assume that we have two fíles fl and f2 which may contaín missing
values. 5uppose that vl and v2 are variables in fl and f2 respectively,
which have the same finite domaín R-{1,...,k}. Suppose we have a record rl
in fl and a record rZ in f2 wíth associated probabilíty densities p~
(Pi,...,Pk) and q~(ql,...,qk) for ao and bo respectively. We
furthermore assume that ao and bo are independent. -Suppose that in an
equi-join operation of fl and fy, on the basis of equality of ao and bo,
i.e. fl[vl-v2]fy, we would associate rl with rZ. How large is the
probability that matching rl and r2 is correct, in the sense that vl and v2
have the same value for rl and r2 respectively? This probability ís easily
calculated:
P[rl and rZ match] -~i P[ao-i and bo-iJ :
~i P[ao:i]P[bo~l] i ~i Piqi ~ (P,q),
~ 0 if x~ao
(4.3.8)
where (.,.) denotes the standard inner product in Rk. It is clear that
matching fl and f2 on the basis of equality of vl and vZ should be
performed in such a way as to maximize the probabílity (4.3.8). As a
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strategy for calculating the probabilistic equi-join operation, we could
require that only those records rl in fl and ry in f2 are matched, for
which the corresponding probability (4.3.8) is larger than a certain bound
~0. Note that this requirement automatically yields the standard results
in case fl and fZ are complete, because in that case rl and r2 are only
matched if the (regular) values for vl and v2 are exactly equal.
Furthermore it is possible to associate the probability (4.3.8) to a
matched pair rl and r2, in order to indicate the strength of the matching.
The idea to view a missing value as a random variable is strongly
encouraged by statistical theory. In chapter 6 we shall return to this
point of view.
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5. ESTIitATING A DENSITY IN THE PRESENCE OF NONRESPONSE
5.1 Introduction
In the present chapter we consider the problem of estímating the densíty of
a discrete target or imputatíon variable y in the presence of item
nonresponse. Estimating a density is of interest to the approach to
imputation in a su~vey data production process as given in chapter 6.
In this chapter we consider two approaches to the problem of estimating
a discrete density using incomplete data. The first approach is called the
quasi-randomization approach. Characteristic for this approach is that it
is label dependent, i.e. it is based on the inclusion probabilitíes and
response propensities of the respondents on the variable y. Whereas the
inclusion probabilíties are known, the response propensities are not and
have to be estímated wíth the help of some statistical model. This
approach is closest in spirit to the classical randomization approach in
survey sampling.
In case one feels that the labels associated with the índividuals in the
sampled population carry no or little information, and that some likelihood
functíon should be used as a basis for statistical inferences, then one can
apply a label independent approach. In the label independent approach
adopted below a simple urn model is used to describe the response mechanism
with respect to the variable y. Then one can then eíther use a Bayesian or
a maximum likelihood (ML) technique to estimate the density of y, provided
the response propensities for each category of y are known. A label
independent approach to survey sampling can be found in e.g. Royall (1968)
and Hartley and Rao (1968, 1969).
The methods described in thís chapter are deliberately kept simple. Our
prime intentíon is to sketch two possible approaches to tackle the
estimation of a discrete density, rather than to give a full statistical
treatment of this problem. For an overview of a range of techniques
dealing with missing data see Madow, Olkin and Rubin (1983), Madow and
Olkin (1983) and Rubin (1987).
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The present chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.2 some models
for response propensities are discussed. These play an essential role in
the approaches considered in sections 5.3 and 5.4. In section 5.3 a quasi-
randomization approach is sketched and in sectíon 5.4 a label independent
one.
Remark 5.1.1 In the remaining sections of this chapter we denote a random
variable as a rule by an underscored letter. However, estimators are
indicated by a hat (~). Furthermore in some other cases we deviate from
the convention, e.g. a sample (a stochastic set) is not represented by an
underscored letter. The reason is to avoid too many of these symbols in
the text. We also deviate in this chapter from the previous ones by
denoting imputation and auxiliary variables by y and x instead of by v and
w(these symbols are used in this chapter for other purposes). This is
closer to common practíce in statistics. ~~~
5.2 Response propensities
Before we can discuss our approaches we have to introduce some notation and
discuss several assumptions made. Let U be a finite population, from which
a sample s is drawn without replacement and of fixed size m. Let the set
of unordered samples of size m from U be denoted by Sm. A samplíng design
on Sm is a function p:S~y[0,1] such that Es~m p(s) - 1. Let y denote a
qualitative variable with domain R-ly~l~,...,y~P~). We shall furthermore
assume that the sampling design used in the survey we are consídering, is
noninformative with respect to y, i.e. is independent of y. This is a very
common requírement and hardly restrictive in view of practícal
applications.
Let U~ be the subpopulation of U which consists of all individuals which
have a y-value equal to y~~~, i.e. U~-(iEU~y1-y~3~). Then U-u~U~. In the
present chapter we are interested in estimating the density (f~) of y, i.e.
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~U.I
f. - IUI ~
J ~-
for j-1,...,p, where I.I denotes the size of a set.
(5.2.1)
Estimating the f~ is equivalent to estimating the sizes IU~I. There are
two possibílities to consider in principle: eíther IUI is known or unknown.
We shall, however, restrict our attention to the case that IUI is known and
equals N.
Due to unit and item nonresponse, and as a result of the elimination of
inconsistent answers in a data editing procedure, y is observed only for
the subset res of respondents, i.e. r-(iESlyi is nonmissing). Let the
first order inclusion probabilíties be denoted by ~ri, i.e. ~i-P[iES].
It is implicitly assumed that aí~0 for iEU.
We shall furthermore assume that every individual i in the populatíon
has a fixed probability, i.e. the response propensity, qi to respond to
variable y, which is independent of the sample s into which i is drawn. In
fact this is essentially the stochastic response model considered by
Bethlehem and Kersten (1986, p. 88), but for unit instead of for item
nonresponse.
For each iEU we can introduce two binary random variables ai and ri,
indicators for membership of the sample and response to y respectively, and
defined as
a1 -
1 if iES 1 if i responds to y
~ 0 otherwise - ~ 0 otherwise.
(5.2.2)
Note that airi indícates whether or not índividual íES responds to y, i.e
whether iEr. In view of what was defined above we have Eai-xi, Eri-qi.
Furthermore we shall assume that the ri are mutually independent random
variables, hence Er;~ -q;q~ for i,jEU with i~j. Finally we shall assume




We shall denote the number of individuals in s that responded y~i, to y
by a~, i.e. a~-IU~nrl, and the (unknown) number of persons in s for whom
y-y~i, but who did not respond to y by ~~, i.e. ~~-IU~ns`rl. The size of r
will be denoted by Ir~ - a-~iai and that of s`r by ~s`rl -~-~1 ~i. We
shall henceforth refer to the persons in the sample who responded to y as
the ítem respondents and to those who did not as the ítem nonrespondents,
i.e. implicitly assuming that the item meant is y.
From the assumptions with respect to the ri we deduce that the
probability P[rls] to realize r within s is given by
P[r~s] - ~iErqi ~iES`r(1-qi) (5.2.3)
Note that the effect of a nonresponse mechanism is the same as of a two-
stage sampling procedure. In the first stage a sample is drawn which ís
desígned by an investigator. In the second stage a Poisson sampling
procedure (in the terminology of Hájek, 1981, ch. 6) is applied, which,
however, is not controlled by the investigator. In fact the inclusion
probabilíties qi in thís second stage are unknown to the investigator and
have to be estimated, possibly using príor ínformation. These inclusion
probabilities are the response propensities.
Note that 5.2.3 defines a joint density from which the m parameters qi
cannot, of course, be identified if no further assumptíons are made. If,
however, there is an auxíliary variable, x say, available, this problem can
be solved, at least to some extent. We shall consider three ways to use
the availability of such an auxiliary variable:
1. To stratify the sample into classes of assumed constant response
propensities and apply a randomization approach.
2. To stratify the sample into classes of assumed constant response
propensities and apply a Bayesian approach.
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3. In a more sophisticated parametric model.
Assume that such an suxiliary variable exists. Employing the first
approach, we find that (5.2.3) can be written as
P[r~s] - ~kEStrata ~iEknr qí ~iEkns`r (1-qi)
- ~kEStrata wk (1-wk~' (5.2.4)
where nk-Iknrl, the number of respondents in stratum k, mk-Ikns`rl, the
number of nonrespondents in stratum k, and wk the response propensity for
stratum k, i.e. qi~wk for iEk. If we sum (5.2.4) over all samples rCS such
that nk-Ikr1r~ and mk-Ikns`r~ we find the following probability density
1( ( ) ; ( ) ~ ( w } ) - ~ ~nktmlc~ w~ (1-w ) ~ , ( 5 . 2 . 5 )nlc mlc k kEStrata nk k k
where [ni) is used as a short-hand for nl,...,nm; {mk) and (wk) are defined
líkewíse.
Estimatíng the stratum response propensities wk from (5.2.5) by maximum
likelihood yields
,, nk
wk,ML - nk t mk ' (5.2.6)
which is a rather straightforward estimator. Hence qi- wk,ML if i is in
stratum k.
We can apply the second approach to estimating the response propensities
if prior information is available about the response behaviour with respect
to the variable y. In that case we may adopt a Bayesian attítude. Suppose
that in an earlier, and similar, survey there were ak-1 item respondents
and bk-1 item nonrespondents ín stratum k. Then we might assume the
following prior density for the wk:
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ak-1 bk-1
p~(wk)~ ~ ~kEStrata wk (1-wk)
nkEStrata B(alc'bk)
where B(.,.) is the beta-function, i.e. for a, bER we have
B(a b) - fl za 1(1-z)b-ldz ~ rCa)r(b) ~0 I'(atb)
(5.2.7)
(5.2.8)
with t(.) the gamma-function. The príor (5.2.7) is conjugate to the family
of distributions of the form (5.2.5), a circumstance which facilitates
computational work consíderably.
Multiplying (5.2.5) and (5.2.7) and normalízing this product (i.e.
applying Bayes' theorem) yields the posterior density for {wk):
nktak-1 mktbk-1




whích ís also a product of beta densíties, as was the correspondíng prior
density (5.2.7). If a point estimate for (wk) is desired there are several
possíbilities, e.g the mode, the median or the mean of (5.2.9), depending
on what loss function one is using. Taking the mode for example yields the
point estimate
~ r~tak-1
wk,post s ~ t tb -2
nlc mlc a)c k
(5.2.10)
If it is unrealistíc to assume that response propensíties are constant
within strata, identífied by an auxiliary variable x, another possibility
is to assume a parametric model for the response propensities such as a
logit model, i.e.




where y is a parameter vector. y can be estimated by substituting the
expressions qi- 1~(1 t exp (-xiy)) into (5.2.3) it is straightforward to
apply the ML-method to calculate ry. For details and further informatíon on
the logít model see e.g. Amemiya (1981, 1985, section 9.2), Gourieroux and
Monfort (1981), Cox (1969), McFadden (1984) and Anderson (1982). For the
performance of a logit model in a simulation study, using a real data set,
see e.g. Abrahamse and Geilenkirchen (1986). For existence theorems see
e.g. Albert and Anderson (1984), Santner and Duffy (1986) and Gourieroux
and Monfort (1981). For other binary models see e.g. Maddala (1983).
The individual response propensities qi can be used to define average
response propensities v~ for each subpopulation U~, i.e. consisting of
individuals which have an y-value equal to y~~~:
~iEU, qi
~j - ~ (5.2.12)
for j-1,...,p. These probabilities v~ will be used in section 5.4, where a
label independent modelling approach is discussed. The v~ can be estimated
as follows, if we assume that for each iES the individual response
propensities qi have been estimated by qi, with some method suggested
above (or any suitable other one):
„ ~iEU.nr qi
vj - U~nr . (5.2.13)
If ~U~nr~ ís not too small, v~ 1 is approxímately normally distributed,
according to the central limit theorem.
5.3 Quasi-randomízation approach
In the present section we turn to the problem of estimating the density of
y. In the discussion in the present section we shall consider modifications
of the well-known Horvitz-Thompson estimator for the estimation of the
density (f;) of a categorical variable y. By applying different models to
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estimate the response propensitíes we obtain different modified Horvitz-
Thompson estimators. In fact the following item nonresponse models, in
ascending order of their 'computational complexity', wíll be considered
below (cf. section 5.2):
1. The response propensities are equal for all individuals in the
population U.
2. U can be stratífied into strata of constant response propensities, on
the basis of auxiliary information, assumed to be available for any
element in the sample.
3. A parametric model, such as a logit or probit model, can be used to
estimate the response propensities of the elements in the sample.
Let z be a real-valued variable, and z; the value of z for iEU. The
population total zcs~;Eu zl can, in case of a sample with ítem nonresponse
on z, be estimated by
ziairi ?i
?HT~ - ~iEU : ~iEU ~-q qi~i qi~i
(5.3.1)
where z1vzlair i and where the qi are estímators for the response
propensities qi. Because the q1 appear in the denomínator of the terms of
the sum in (5.3.1), zaT4 will in general be biased. It is clear that an
estimator such as (5.3-1) can be used to estimate the f~. To thís end
consider
- ~ 1 if iEU~
zi
0 otherwise ,
in which case the right-hand side of (5.3.1) reduces to
airi 1
~iEU ~- - ~iEU nr ~~
~ qi~i j qi~i
(5.3.2)
(5.3.3)
which is an estimator for ~U3~. Dividing (5.3.3) by the population size N
of U yíelds an estimator for f~, i.e.
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" 1 ~ 1
fj - N iEU nr ~-
j qi~i
(5.3.4)
The estimator (5.3.4) can be used to estimate the f~ under several models
for the response propensities. We consider a few of these models here.
1. We assume that qi-w for all iEU. We can estimate w by e.g. the following
estimators:
", ~r~ c (5.3.5)w - - -
' ~íEr l~~iw, -
~íEs l,~i
(5.3.6)
Note that the estimator (5.3.6) estimates the fraction of (potentíal) item
nonrespondents in the entire population of estimated size ~1Ea l~~i-
When the constant response propensíty model is assumed we have that the
size of r conditional on the size of s has a bínomial distribution, i.e.
P]~r~~~ ~s~-n] - I~J wo`(1 - w)n-a. (5.3.7)
Note that estimator ( 5.3.5) can be víewed as the ML-estimator obtained from
(5.3.7).
2. Assume that there is a stratification of U into strata such that q1-wk
for iEk11U, for stratum k in U. In this case we can proceed in every
stratum as in 1. The distribution of the relative sizes of the response
parts of the sample per stratum is given by (5.2.6). If prior information
is available with respect to the response probabilities in every stratum
then (5.2.10) can be applied.
3. Assume that the response propensities can be línked to an auxiliary
variable x via a parametric model such as a logit (cf. (5.2.11)) or a
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probit model. Estimating the parameters in such models requires
considerably more computational effort than in the models proposed in 1.
and 2. For instance, estimating the variance of (5.3.4), using such a
model for the response propensities is diffícult due to the nonlinearity of
(5.3.4) and may most conveniently be carríed out by employing nonparametric
estimatíon methods such as random groupíng, bootstrapping, jackknifíng and
balanced half-sampling (see e.g. Wolter, 1985). ~~~
As was already remarked in section 5.1 the quasi-randomízation approach is
treated very briefly here, because it has been investigated elsewhere; c.f.
Bethlehem and Kersten (1986) and Cassel et al. (1983).
5.4 Iabel independent approach
In the approach of the previous section it was tacitly assumed that the
labels of the sample elements carried relevant information for the
estimation problem considered. This approach results in estimators which
explícitiy involve the first order sample inclusion probabilities xi. If
we may assume, however, that the labels carry no or little information it
is possíble to adopt a different approach to the estimation problem of this
chapter. Such an approach is presented ín this section.
More specifically, we assume that the individuals in the sampie have
been independently drawn from a multínomial distríbution. We assume that in
thís multinomíal model there are 2p classes: for each value y~~~ there is a
response and a nonresponse class. The probabilities to be drawn from each
class are as follows:
1. For the response class corresponding to y~~~: P[iEU~ n iEr] -
P(iEU~]P[iEr~iEU~] - f~v~.
2. For the nonresponse class corresponding to y~~~: P[íEUI n iES`rJ -
P[iEU~JP[iES`rIlEU~] - f~(1-v~).
Here the f~ is the density of y~~~ as defined ín (5.2.1) and v~ is the
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average response propensity for elements in U~ as defined in (5.2.12).
Under the assumption of this multinomial sampling model, we find that
the probability to draw a~ item respondents and ~~ item nonrespondents from
U~ in s, for j-1,...,p, is given by
a ~.
f({aj),t~j)~{vj),(fj)) ~ al~.(aap!~1!...~p! ~jpl (fj~j)J~fj(1-vj)] ~.
(5.4.1)
The a3 and ~~ are the sufficient statístics in this model. Of course, the
~~ are unknown. The líkelihood which describes the observed data can be
obtained by summing (5.4.1) over all admissible combinations ~1,...,~p
which sum to ~, i.e. the total number of nonrespondents in the sample. We
then obtain
fobs([aj)~~~l~j)~(fj)) - ala.}.~p~ ~! [~j(fjvj) ,](1 - ~j fjvj)~.
(5.4.2)
It is obvious from (5.4.2) that the f~ and v~ are not símultaneously
identifiable. However, íf either set of parameters ís known the other can
be identified. We shall assume now that we are able to estimate the
response propensities v~ from a previous and similar survey.
Once we have obtained (5.4.2) we can proceed either in a non-Bayesian or
in a Bayesian fashion. The latter approach is taken in Chiu and Sedransk
(1986). It requires specifícatíon of suitable priors for the f~ and v~.
They suggest the use of a Dirichlet distribution for the f~ and beta
distributions for the v~, as natural conjugate priors for the likelíhood
(5.4.2). (But other príors are possible as well, of course.) We refer the
reader to the Chiu and Sedransk paper for further information about this
Bayesian approach.
a.
We shall consider an alternative approach, which is based on ML.
Estimating the f~ with ML from (5.4.2) under the constraints E~ f~ - 1 and
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f~?0, for jal,...,p, can be viewed as an estimation problem for incomplete
tables. Such problems are treated in Bíshop et al. (1980, chapters 5 and
6). In particular sufficient and necessary conditions are díscussed which
guarantee the existence and uniqueness of ML-estimators for incomplete
tables for various sampling models, among which multinomial models (see
Bishop et al., 1980, p. 186). In our case we only have to require that the
values of the o~ and ~ are all greater than 0, ín order to assure the
existence and uniqueness of the ML-estimator (fl,...,fP) for (fl,...,fP).
for our multinomial model (5.4.2).
In order to calculate (fl,...,fP) we form a Lagrangean function of the
logarithm of fobs and the constraint E~ f~ - 1, and apply the Lagrange




~. - J J~ - af~ - 0
J 1- E. f.v. J
J J J
for j-1,...,p and a multiplier aER. Summing (5.4.3) over j and solving the
resulting equatíon for E~ f~v~ yields
p ~ a - a
~J`1 fJVJ - ~ f ~ -a
(5.4.3)
(5.4.4)




J (5.4.5)~j (~ t ~ -a) t a




~J61 ~j (o f~-a) t a 3
1 . (5.4.6)
We are interested in the unique solution aER of (5.4.6) which yields, when
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~
substituted into (5.4.5), a value f~E[0,1] for j-1,...,p. Because of
these constraints, we find the following necessary conditions for this root
a of (5.4.6):
a. - v (a t ~) 1
maxl~ ~{ ~ 1~ ~. } 5 a, (5.4.7)
j-P l ~ J
and
r ~j (a t ~) l
minl~j~p { 1 - ~j } 1 -a . (5.4.8)
To illustrate the behaviour of the ML-solutions for (5.4.2), we consider
the case that p-2 in the following example.
Example 5.4.1 For p-2 equation (5.4.6) equals
al a2
1- vl(a t~ -a) t a } v2(a t~ - a) t a
which can also be expressed as
(5.4.9)
w1w2~2 t(7(vlw2twlv2)-alw2-a2w1)a t 72~1~2-1'(a1~2~2~1) - 0~
(5.4.10)
where w1-1-vi (i-1,2) and ry-at~. It is easily verified that the
discriminant D of (5.4.10) can be written as
D - ((al-yvl)w2 - (a2-~yv2)wl)2 f 4wlw2ala2 , (5.4.11)
which is nonnegative for any valid combination of parameter values.
Therefore (5.4.10) has only real roots. Denote these roots by a- and at
respectively, where a-5a4. It can be verified that only a} yields
acceptable estimates for (fl,fZ). In exhibit 5.4.1 it is shown how the
value of the ML-estimate f~ depends on vl, for given values of al, aZ, ~
and vZ.
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Eahibit 5.4.1 fi as a functíon of vl for a1~30, a2-50, ~6200 and v2~0.7
o.o o-i
~, ~
Note that the functíon considered in exhibit 5.4.1 is of particular
interest in order to gaín an i nsight in the stability of the ML-estimate~fl as a function of vl and v2. These quantities are in general not exactly
known, but have to be estimated (see below), contrary to the other
parameters involved. ~~~
We can also use the EM-algorithm to estimate the f~ (see e.g. Dempster et
al., 1977). This algorithm alternately determines the expectations of the
sufficient statistics ~~ for assumed values of the f~, and calculates the
ML values for the f~, for assumed values of the ~~. In fact we have the
followíng iteration steps:
(ntl) fjn) w~~~ - (n) {9 (E-step) ,
~~ f~ w~
(5.4.12)
where w~-1-v~ , and
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(n)
f(ntl) , ~j t ~j
J ~tR (M-step) , (5.4.13)
where the superscripts denote the iteratíon step numbers. The iteration is
started by assuming suitable inítial ~~~) values. The ínterpretation of
the ~~n) is that of the number of item nonrespondents allocated to
subpopulation U~ at the n-th iteration step. Símilarly f~n) is the density
of y at step n. Because of the strict concavity of (5.4.2) this iteration
~ ~ ~ ~
converges to unique points (fl,...,fp) and (~1,...,~p). Empírical
evidence indicates a rather high rate of convergence. Therefore the EM-
algorithm offers an attractive method to solve this ML-problem. Note also
that the iteration defined by (5.4.12) and (5.4.13) and suitable initíai
values is very íntuitive.
The model (5.4.2) can be readíly extended to the following parametríc
case. Suppose that x is a discrete auxiliary variable which has been
observed for all elements in the sample s. We can use x as a
stratification variable for the stratifícation of s in a finite number of
strata. Let ~~k denote the number of elements in s for which the y-value
equals y~ and the x-value equals x~k~, and ~ k the number of elements for
which the y-value is missing and the x-value equals x~k~. Then, in the
same fashion as above, we find that the likelihood descríbing the observed
data is proportional to
~
(~~ kCfjk~jk )a3k](1 - ~j kfjk~~k) ~k ~ (5.4.14)
where the f~k and v~k are similarly defined as the f~ and v~, except that
they are conditional on the x-value x~k~. The ML-estimators for the f~k,
for given v~k, can be obtained using e.g. the EM-algorithm , resulting in a
similar iteration as presented above.
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6. I?SPDTATION IN SIIRVEY DATA PROCESSING
6.1 Introduction
In the present chapter we consider imputation ín the context of survey data
processing. The ímputation system as we imagine it here receives input in
the form of incomplete, but partially corrected, records. It outputs
completed records, which also satisfy the constraints imposed by the
logícal structure of the corresponding questionnaire.
The circumstance that the imputation is assumed to be carried out in a
survey data productíon process implíes that a number of practical
limitations and requirements are to be consídered. These límitations are
more severe if the amount of data to be processed is large, or time
pressure is high. In order to have a higher chance to complete a data set
in time, relatively easy imputation models should be used, which can also
be implemented efficiently. It is furthermore wise to develop an
imputation system in such a way that external information (densities from
which values will be sampled, for example) can be easily plugged in. It
should also be arranged that certain information used by the system (such
as the densities just mentioned) can be readily inspected by experts.
For a statístical office it might be advantageous to contemplate the
development (or purchase) of a software package to generate the 'shells' of
imputation programs. (It is perhaps possible to develop a questionnaire
desígn system with such a facilíty.) The specifications for an imputation
program, required for the generation of such a shell, are provided by
subject matter experts. After it has been specified, such a shell has to be
filled with data (like an expert system) before it is operational. These
data consist for instance of certain densities or parameters of
distributions. Of course such a system is only useful if ít allows the
implementation of imputation models whích are interestíng enough from a
statistical point of view.
In section 6.2 we shall consider some statistical aspects of imputation.
The intention of that section is not to give any new imputation method: a
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sizeable amount of literature discussing such models already exists, and it
is unnecessary for our purposes to add yet another one. Our sim is to
stress the significance of discriminant analysis as a convenient framework
for considering imputation. Furthermore we want to stress, following Rubín
(1987), the importance of the application of a sensitivity analysis, such
as multiple imputation, within an imputation procedure applied ín a survey
data production process. This seems to be insufficiently appreciated in
practice. Such a sensitivity analysis pertains to two aspects:
1. The varíability of imputed values under repeatedly applying one and
the same imputation model.
2. The influence of the application of different (plausible) imputation
models on the resultíng imputed values.
In section 6.3 we discuss some computational aspects of ímputation. These
are related to the testing of the acyclicity of a set of imputations, to
the order in which a set of imputations can be carried out, and to the
generation of complete records which satisfy the constraints due to the
logical structure of the questionnaire.
6.2 Statistical aspects of imputation
Let y be a categorical variable which is an imputation variable. Let x be
an auxiliary variable, or a vector of auxiliary variables, to y. We adopt
the notation from chapter 5 in this section.
Let xi denote the value of the auxiliary variable x for ítem
nonrespondent i. A reasonable procedure to classífy i into a suitable
subpopulation is the following. Classify i into that U~ for which
P[iEU~lx-xi n iES`rj (6.2.1)
is maximal. In order to be able to calculate (6.2.1) we have to introduce
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some assumptions with respect to the response mechanism. Suppose that it
seems reasonable to assume that for each subpopulation U~ it holds that the
probability to respond depends only on y, and therefore, in particular, is
independent of the covariate x. Hence ít follows that for an iEU~ the
events [x-xi] and [iES`r] are independent, conditional on the event [iEU~],
i.e.
P[x-xin iES`rliEUj] - P[x-xi~iEUj] P[iES`r~iEUj] . (6.2.2)
Rewriting (6.2.1) with Bayes' rule and using (6.2.2), we find that
P(iEUjlx-xi n iES`r] ~ P[x-xiliEUj]wjfj , (6.2.3)
where w~-P[iES`rIiEU~]-1-v~ and f~-P[iEU~], as have been introduced in
chapter 5, and where ~ denotes proportionality. The v~ and the f~ can be
estímated with one of the methods discussed in chapter 5. Furthermore the
density P(x-xi~iEU~] should be known or estimated from the observed data.
One can also postulate a parametric model for this conditional probability,
for each j, and estimate the parameters from the data.
The classification críterion based on (6.2.1) as given above is
deterministic. It can be replaced, however, by a randomized variant. In
such a variant i is not allocated to a subpopulatíon U~ such that
P[iEUklx-xiniEs`r] ís maximal. Instead, i is assígned to a subpopulation
U~ with probability P[iEU~lx-xíniES`r]. All these classification
procedures can proved to be admissible, in the sense that there are no
'better' classification rules (see appendix C for a precise definition of
admissibility).
Remark 6.2.1 If a randomized classífication rule is used, measures for its
quality are provided by the probabilities to correctly classífy
nonrespondents, or alternatively, to misclassify them. They can be obtained
as follows. Suppose that we have a nonrespondent i from U~. Let b~(xi) -




P[iyUk~iEU~ n iES`r] - JR E b(x)w f k dp(x) , (6.2.4)x 1 1 1 1
where p denotes Lebesgue measure in case x is continuous, or a counting
measure in case x is discrete; Rx ís the domain of x. Denote the
probabílities in (6.2.4) by ~p~k and the pxp matrix of these elements by ~.
A criteríon for the quality of the stochastic imputation methodology is the
degree in which ít, on the average, classifies item nonrespondents
correctly, i.e. tr(A~), where A is the pxp diagonal matrix with elements
wifi on the diagonal (cf. appendix C for background information). ~~~
In case y is a continuous variable the methodology suggested above can be
applied, after y has been díscretized. The imputation procedure should
then be applíed in two steps: in the first step a category selected to
which an iES`r is likely to belong, using the methodology above. In the
next step an y-value y" in this category is randomly drawn. This value y'
will be imputed for yi. It is also possible, and more straightforward, to
asswne a parametric model for y and to estimate its parameters from the
data. But this may require a lot of computational effort.
For any imputation procedure which is to be applied, it is assumed that
it respects the constraints dictated by the logical structure of the
corresponding questionnaire. This matter is considered in the next section.
It should be stressed that applying an imputation method ís not without
any risk. Important dangers are the overestimation of the precision of
estimators and the distortion of relationships between varíables. In fact
one should be strongly aware of the fact that a missing value is in fact a
random varíable with an unknown distribution. Therefore it is laudable to
investigate the sensitivity of the results of an imputation procedure by
applying multiple imputations (cf. Rubin, 1987). Thís amounts to applying
at least two imputation models, and to impute at least two values to each
missing value for each imputation model. Ideally, all these imputed values
should be retained in the completed file. From a practical point of view
this is less attractive because it increases the size of the completed data
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set.
6.3 Computational aspects of imputation
An imputation system in a survey data processing situation, viewed as a
black box, can be ímagined to operate as follows (cf. exhibit 6.3.1). As
input for such a system we have a partially corrected record r plus a set
of edits actívated by r. The output of such a system is a completed record
r', and update information for a monitoring system.
















The completion of a partially corrected record is either uniquely
determined by r or not. If it is uniquely determined by r, then a series of
determínistic ímputatíons or derivatíons has been applied. Formally a
derivation of vktl from vl,...,vk, with vlC...cvk ('G' is the strict order
derived from a topological sort 'S' of the associated routing graph), is a
function
~ t
g: Rl x... x Rlc y Rlctl '
(6.3.1)
where the R~ are certain subsets ( to be explained below) of the domains Ri
of vi , i-1, . . . ,k.
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If there are several possíble completions of r, such as is usually the
case, one or more (stochastíc) imputatíons should be applied. These
stochastic imputations use a statistical model to assign values to missíng
ones. An example of such a technique is hot-deck imputation (cf. Ford,
1983). Formally, a stochastic imputation of vktl from vl,...,vk with
v1G...Gvk is a function
~ ~
g: Rlx ... xRkxfl~Rklt ' (6.3.2)
where the Ri are simílar as above, and (f2,E,p) is a probability space. So
for each point ( al,...,ak)ERix...xRk, g(al,...,ak,~) i s a random variable.
Wíthout loss of generality, we have assumed that the codomains of a
stochastic imputation are univariate. In practíce this is what is probably
simplest to apply, but for the theory itself as it will be presented here,
this is of little importance.
As to the Ri the following. Let G-(V,E) be the routing graph of the
corresponding questionnaire and let W-(vl,...,vk]cV be given, where
v1G...GVk. Let A be the adjacency matrix of G. A set F of pairs
((v,I~, ~)EEIvEW, uEV, R„ ~ transition set) is called the vector field on W
in G, if the following conditions are satisfied by the elements in F:
l.a. If (v1,R„1 „)EF with isk-1, then there is a path from vi to vitl
which cuts u.
b. If vk is not the sink of G, then (vY ,è~,k „)EF for any u such that
(vk,u) is an edge in G.
c. If vk ís the sínk of G, then the corresponding transitíon set is
the domain F~,k of vk .
2. F is maximal, i.e. if a pair (v1,E~, ~)EWx(transition sets R1 ~i
associated with G) satisfies one of the conditions in 1 then
(v1,Rv u)EF.i,
In exhibit 6.3.2 an example of a vector field is given. The arrows
associated with the vertices in W represent the corresponding transition
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sets. Intuitively, the vector field on WCV in a routing graph G contains,
for each vEW, the largest set of values in the domain E~, which the variable
v, lying on a path in II which cuts W, can take.
For a set of vertíces W in a routing graph G consider the vector field F
on W in G. For each viEW, R~- is the union of all transition sets E~, i,u
such that (v1,i~,1 ~)EF. We call Rix...xRk~ the characteristíc set of F.
Exhibit 6.3.2 Illustration of a vector field in a routing graph
Remark: W-(2,8,10}
13
Algorithm 6.3.1 índicates how to construct the vector field on a set W of
vertices in a routing graph G, as well as its characteristic set.
Algorithm 6.3.1. (Calculation of a vector field and its characteristic set)
Let G-(V,E) be a routing graph with n vertices, with adjacency matrix A.
Let Rs~ denote the transition set corresponding to the edge (i,j). Let
W-(vl,...,vk}CV, with Ic~l and v1G...~vk. Let vktl-n be the sink of G.
The vector field on W in G and its characteristic set are calculated as
follows:
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1. Calculate the transitive closure A" of A.
2. For each paír (vi,vi~l), 15isk-1, determine the set of all outgoíng
edges (vi,u) from vi such that v;tl can be reached from u, i.e, such that
A„ :1. For vk~n, the sínk of G, determine all outgoing edges (vk,u)~iti
from vk. With each edge (vi,u) found in this way assocíate the paír
(vi ,F~,i ~). If vk-n then associate with with vk the pair (vk ,I~,k ). All
these pairs of vertices and transition sets form the vector field F on W
in G.
3. By taking the union of the transition sets associated wíth the
outgoing edges of the elements vi in W one obtains the components R~ of
the characteristic set of the vector field on W. ~~~
The deterministic and stochastic imputations íntroduced above can be
related to database theory. In case of deterministic imputation we can say
that there is a functional dependency between the imputation variable vktl
and the auxilíary variables vl,...,vk (cf. Ullman, 1982, pp. 213 ff.). It
is assumed that vk~l is not functionally dependent on any other auxiliary
variable. A stochastic imputatíon can be considered to be an extension of
a multivalued dependency (cf. Ullman, 1982, pp. 243 ff.), in which the
auxiliary variables vl,...,vk determine a set of values which vk,l can
take. In our case this would be the carrier set of the image of the domain
Rix...xRkxn under g in (6.3.2), i.e. the set of values in Rk,l which can
be assumed by vktl with probability greater than 0. In fact the only thing
that is added is a probability to give the 'possible values' of vk,l
different weights. The important thing is that in both the deterministic
and the stochastic imputation case there is a dependency of the values an
imputation variable can take. This value depends in one way or another on
the values of the assocíated auxiliary variables (and on nothing else).
In order to investígate whether a set of imputations is correctly
defined, we introduce the following formalism. With each imputation which
has been specified we associate an imputatíon triple (gi,Wi,Vi), in which
gi denotes the i-th imputation, Wi is the set of auxiliary variables for
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this imputation, and Vi is the set containing the imputation variable of
thís imputation. (For our purposes below it is not strictly necessary that
such a set Vi contains exactly one element, but we shall assume it in view
of the convention adopted above with respect to imputations.)
An evident requirement for an imputation triple is that WinVi~.
Furthermore, like edits, imputations should be activatable, which means
that the variables in WiuVi should lie on a path in the routing graph.
Another requirement, which does not have an equivalent with respect to the
edits, is that if there are two imputation triples (fi,W1,V) and (f~,W~,V)
then they should not be simultaneously activatable in order to avoid
ambiguities. That means that, in this case, there should be no path in the
routing graph which cuts WiuW~uV.
We can define a partial order on the set of imputation triples
associated with a questíonnaire, as follows:
(gi,Wi,Vi) C (g~,W~,V~) , (6.3.3)
íf and only if
1. (gi,Wi,Vi) and (g~,WS,V~) are simultaneously activatable.
2. V1nW~.YD.
The interpretation of (6.3.3) is that if (gi,Wi,V1)c(g~,W~,V~) then gi
should be applied prior to g~. This order structure defines a directed
graph J on the set of imputation triples. Another requirement for a set of
imputation triples is that J is acyclic, otherwíse certain imputatíons can
never be carried out because the necessary background information is
(partly) lackíng and will never be supplied by the application of some
other imputations. That is, there could be a deadlock situation. Note
that this acyclicity requirement for J ímplies that WinV3~ for any pair of
imputation triples satisfyíng (6.3.3).
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Acyclicity of J can be easily checked by applying a topological sort to
J(cf. appendix A). If this topologícal sort cannot be completed, J is
cyclic; otherwise J is acyclic.
Remark 6.3.1 This formalism for imputation triples could be adapted so as
to obtaín a formalism for the routing structure of non-Markovian
questionnaires.
Now suppose that a partially corrected record with several missing values
is entered into the imputation system. The first thing that has to be
considered is whether an imputation process can be started, i.e. whether
any of the imputations required can indeed be carried out. Therefore it
should be verified that the required imputatíons have indeed been defined
for the imputatíon varíables. If not, the record cannot be totally
completed by the system. It can still proceed completing as much of the
record as possible and then transfer the record to a special file for
inspection by some subject matter expert; or it may be dropped altogether,
because too much information is lacking.
The order ín which the imputations should be applied to a partially
corrected record r', is determined by the partial order structure embodied
in J. To test whether r' can be totally completed, and if so, in which
order which imputations should be applied, proceed as follows. First
identify the variables with missing values in the record. Then check that
for each of these variables an imputation triple (gi,Wi,Vi) is available.
If not, the record cannot be completed. If so, it can. In this latter
case an imputation tríple (gi,W1,Vi) has one of the following properties.
1. All auxiliary variables in Wi have regular values in r', or
2. There is at least one variable in Wi with a missing value in r'.
If an imputation gi has the first property it can be applied; in the second
case it cannot. Carry out all imputations which have the first property,
and check that the resulting values satisfy the constraínts imposed by the
logícal structure. Asswning that this can be carried out without any
problems, we have created either a completed record or a new partially
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corrected record r". Repeating the arguments above for r" instead of for
r', and so on, the process will finally yield a completed record. We leave
the details to the reader.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
In this book a theory was developed for the processing of survey data. The
motivation behind this theory ís a different conception of a survey data
production process. In thís conceptíon the questionnaire plays a very
important role, viz. as an object containíng the relevant defíning
information on questions, answers, routíng, edits, etc.
The outlook in thís book is rather theoretical: the purpose in writing
ít was to develop a theoretical framework for the processing of survey
data, rather than a set of ready-for-use recípes. Of course, the final aím
is still to solve the practícal problems with respect to the processing of
survey data. Therefore the best thing to do now seems to be to put some of
the ideas that have been suggested in this book to practice. Furthermore
there are several points of theoretical interest left for further study. In
this final chapter we make some suggestions for future research, both
practícally and theoretically oriented.
Although we have only consídered testing the formal structure of a
questionnaire (and showed that thís, in a sense, is difficult), it ís
certainly not the only thing that has to be tested ín a questionnaire.
Testing pragmatíc aspects of a questíonnaire, i.e. with respect to íts use
in a survey, is also important. The same holds for making the logical
structure vísible for a questionnaire designer. This means that, among
other things, a questionnaire design system should contain a module which
draws píctures of a routing graph, very much like exhibit 1.3.1 (whích,
however, is man-made !).
It would be fruitful to try and find special cases for which the test
problems considered in chapter 2, and the edit error localization problem
permít tractable solutions. Thís can only result from a closer study of
the logical structures of questíonnaires which are used in practice.
Furthermore ít is of considerable significance to search for good
approximation or randomizatíon techniques, ín order to be able to cope with
these edit error localization problems in practice.
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It would also be interesting to find out to what extent non-Markovian
questionnaires are useful or necessary ín practice. Such questionnaires
are most likely to be found in CATI or CAPI surveys, but not in PAPI
surveys. From a theoretical point of view it is undoubtedlyly interesting
to generalize the theory in this book so as to encompass non-Markovian
questionnaires. In chapter 6 the attention is drawn to a connection
between imputations and non-Markovian questionnaires (cf. remark 6.3.1).
Another point of research could be the investigation of the validity of
the assumed property 1.4.1 with respect to the logical structure of
questionnaires. This requirement seems very plausible and in the present
theory it is convenient, because it allows that the data editing process
can be neatly divided into three procedurally independent steps. In
particular checking and correctíng of the routing structure can be
separated from edit error localization and correction. Although this is
nice and convenient, it is insufficient to justify its introduction as a
requírement for the logícal structure of a questionnaire.
Finally we remark that it is interesting to study data bases with
missing values more closely, especially when the missing values are
interpreted as either sets or random variables (cf. section 4.3). These
ínterpretations of missing data províde intuitive models for many-valued
and modal logic respectively.
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APPENDIR A. SOME GRAPH ALGORITHMS
In this appendix some fundamental graph algorithms are discussed, which can
be considered as basic tools for others appearing in the main text. These
basic algorithms are gíven here for convenience of the reader. Most of
them can also be found in a textbook such as Aho et al. (1983). The
algorithms are given either in a pseudo-PASCAL or by a rather informal
description. The rígour thus sacrificed is compensated by a gain ín
brevity. For more extensive background informatíon on the algorithms to be
discussed, the reader is directed to the reference cited above. It should
be remarked that all algorithms discussed in the appendix run in polynomial
time. The following (di)graph algorithms are discussed below.
1. Depth-first search (DFS) of a digraph.
2. Topological sort of an acyclíc dígraph.
3. Calculation of connected components in a graph.
4. Calculatíon of strong components in a digraph.
5. Transitive closure in a digraph.
6. Calculatíon of all-pairs shortest paths in a digraph.
7. Calculation of cut-points.
Each of the above-mentioned algorithms will be treated in a separate
section. In the algorithms below we shall assume that a(dí)graph is
represented either as an adjacency matríx or as an adjacency list (-edge
líst). In this latter representation singly línked lists are used to
represent the vertices adjacent to each of the vertices in the (di)graph.
For more informatíon we refer the interested reader to a book on data
structures, such as Aho et al. (1983, sectíons 6.2 and 7.1)
We use G-(V,E) to denote a(di)graph, where V denotes the set of
vertices in G, containing n elements, and E the set of edges, which are
either directed or undirected. Let A denote the adjacency matrix of G of
order n, the number of vertices in G. The matrix A can eíther be
considered as a(numeric) 0-1 matrix or as a boolean matríx. An undirected
graph can be viewed as a special case of a directed graph, namely as a
graph with a symmetric adjacency matrix. L is used to denote an adjacency
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list representation of G. For a vertex vEV, L[v] is the list containíng
all vertices w in G such that (v,w) is an edge in G.
A.1 Depth-first search
Depth first search (DFS) is a method for systematically traversing
(di)graphs. It proceeds searching in a(di)graph ín a forward direction as
long as possible. More precísely, assume that the vertíces in G are
inítially marked unvisíted. DFS operates by selecting one vertex v of G as
a start vertex, which is marked visited. Then each unvisíted vertex
adjacent to v is searched in turn, using DFS recursively. Once all vertices
that can be reached from v have been vísited, the search of v is complete.
If some vertices remain unvisited, we select an unvisited vertex as a new
start vertex. This process is repeated untíl all vertices in G have been
visited.
We shall give the skeleton algorithm listed ín Aho et al. (1983, pp. 215
ff.). This skeleton algorithm is used in many graph algorithms in whích
systematic traversal is ímportant. Examples are algorithms to calculate a
topological sort of an acyclic digraph (cf. section A.2), the connected
components of an (undirected) graph (cf. section A.3), and the strong
components of a dígraph (cf. section A.4).
In the DFS algorithm below, let 'mark' be an array of length n, whose
elements are chosen from the set (visited,unvisited). It can be used to
determine whether a vertex has previously been visited. Initially the
elements in mark are 'unvisited'.
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procedure DFS (v: vertex);
var w: vertex;
begin (~ DFS ~)
mark[v]:ffi visited;




end; (~ DFS ~)
A.2 Topological sort
(A.1)
Let G~(V,E) be an acyclic digraph, with IV~~n. A topological sort is a
bijective map s:V~(1,...,n) such that s(i)Gs(j) íf (i,j)EE. The DFS
algorithm in section A.1 can be used to yields a topological sort. To this
end introduce a'writeln(v)' statement immediately after the for-loop in
algorithm (A.1). Start the algorithm at a source of G, í.e. a vertex with
índegree 0. As a result, the vertices in G are printed in a reverse
topological order. So to obtain a topological sort s of G, associate n with
the first printed vertex, n-1 with the second printed vertex, etc.
A.3 Connected components
Calculating the connected components ín a graph G can be done with the help
of DFS, as remarked in section A.1. Start a DFS at a vertex of G. If upon
termínation of the search of G every vertex of G has been visited, G
consists of one connected component, í.e. G ís connected. If not every
vertex has been visíted, G ís disconnected and consists of at least two
components. The DFS process can be started agaín at an unvisited vertex.
When this process has been termínated another component has been found.
Repeating this procedure iteratively until all vertices of G have been
vísited wíll yield all connected components of G.
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A.4 Strong components
Let G be a dígraph. Let G'1 be the inverted digraph of G. The strong
components of G can be found as follows.
1. Perform a DFS of G and number the vertices in order of completion of
the recursive calls in algorithm (A.1).
2. Calculate G'1 from G.
3. Perform a DFS on G-1, starting to search from the highest numbered
vertex according to the numbering obtained in the first step. If this
DFS does not reach all vertices, start the next DFS from the highest
numbered remaíning vertex.
4. Each time a new DFS is to be started in step 3 because there are still
some unreached vertices, a new strong component in G has been determined.
A.5 Transitive closure
Warshall's (1962) algorithm can be used to calculate the transítíve closure
of a digraph. The transitive closure indicates between whích vertices í,j
in G there exists a path of length one or more. We assume the adjacency
matrix A to be boolean. The algoríthm is as follows:
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procedure warshall (var C: array[l..n,l..n] of boolean;
A: array[l..n,l..n] of boolean);
(~ the transitive closure of A is stored ín C~)
var i,j,k: ínteger;
begín (~ warshall ~)
for i:~ 1 to n do
for j:3 1 to n do
C[i,j]:~ A[i,j];
for k:z 1 to n do
for i:a 1 to n do
for j:e 1 to n do
if not C[i,j]
then C[i,j]:- C[i,k] and C[k,j]
end; (~ warshall ~)
(A.2)
Note that G ís acyclic if the main diagonal of C contains 0's only after
having applied algorithm (A.2).
A.6 All-pairs shortest paths
Floyd's (1962) algorithm, which is a generalization of Warshall's algorithm
(cf. (A.2)), can be used to solve the problem of determíning the lengths of
the shortest paths between every paír of vertices ín a digraph. The
algorithm can be adapted so as to recover the shortest path between
vertices i and j as well. The algorithm ís as follows.
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procedure floydsp (var C[1..n,1..nJ of real;
A[l..n,l..n] of real);
var P[l..n,l..n] of integer);
(~ the lengths of the shortest paths between each pair of vertices
is stored in C; P can be used to recover the shortest paths ~)
var i,j,k: integer;
begin (~ floydsp ~)
for i:- 1 to n do





for i:- 1 to n do
C(i,i]:- 0;
for k:- 1 to n do
for i:- 1 to n do
for j:- 1 to n do
if C[i,k] t C[k,j] c C(i,j]
then
begin
C[i,j]:- C[i,k] t C[k,jJ;
P[i,jl:- k
end
end; (~ floydsp ~)
(A.3)
After having calculated C and P we can apply the following short algorithm
to actually calculate the shortest path from vertex i to vertex j in G.
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procedure path (í,j: ínteger);
label 1;
var k: integer;








end; (~ path ~)
A.7 Cut-points
(A.4)
Let Ga(V,E) be a routing graph, with IVI6n. Let s:V~(1,...,n) denote a
topological sort of G. Let furthermore WIDTH~6:VyN be the mapping defíned
as follows
WIDTHIS(v) - ~t{(u,w)EE I s(u)GS(v)GS(w)),
for vEV. It can be shown that WIDTHIg(v)-0 if and only if v is a cut-point,
for any topological sort s of G. (There are routing graphs G such that
WIDTHIa(v) ~ WIDTHIL(v), for vertíces v on G and topological sorts s and t
of G. Of course, such vertices v cannot be cut-points.)
So calculating the WIDTH~, for a certain topological sort s of G and
identifying the vertices for which it takes the value 0, yields the cut-
points of G. This method is due to Tangelder (1987).
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APPENDIg B. CilARACTERIZING THE ROIITING STRIICTIIRE
In this appendix two characterizations of the routing structure of a
questionnaire, i.e. the routing graph, are introduced. The first
characterization, the 'balance', is related to the variation ín lengths of
the various paths through a questionnaire. The second one, called the
'complexity', measures the branchedness of a routíng graph. Both measures
can be useful to classify questionnaires on the basis of their routing
structure. Furthermore both might be useful in assessing aspects of the
quality of questionnaíres as far as their routing structure is concerned.
Questionnaires with an ill-balanced routíng structure might induce
interviewers to suggest answers to questions which might result in shorter
paths through a questionnaire. This practice is very harmful because it can
generate records which are formally correct but do not apply to reality.
Questionnaires with a highly complex routing structure are more
difficult to check and also increase the efforts in checking and correcting
the records containing the answers of respondents. For pencil and paper
questionnaires they increase the probability that an interviewer jumps to a
wrong question.
Let G be a routing graph with adjacency matrix A. Let II denote the
collection of all paths in G. Let X be a random variable denoting the
length of a randomly drawn path from II. The balance of G is defined as the
variation coefficient of X. It is denoted by ~4(G), or ~, if the dependence
on G is implicitly assumed. That is,
~ - ~(G) - Var(X) - o
EX p (B.1)
where ~-EX and o2-Var(X). The expectation p and the variance a2 of X can
be expressed in terms of the adjacency matrix A of G as follows:
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a2- o2(G) - ~ 1'n - p2 - 3~s - 2,
where




ís the total number of paths in G, i.e. the cardinality of II. (B.2) and
(B.3) have been calculated using the generating function of X.
It can be proved (see Willenborg, 1986) that if G-G1~GZ, where ~ is the
glueing operatíon defined in section 1.3, it holds that
~(G) - ~íGl) ~(G2) ,
~(G) - ~(G1) f ~(G2) ,




From these results the following identity for the balance follows
immedíately:
(~1 l~l t ~92 ~2)~
~`1 } ~`2
(B.8)
where ~i-p(Gi) and ~41-a(Gi)~~(Gi), for i-1,2. These results are of
practical value for the calculation of the balance of a large routing
graph. Such a routing graph can be decomposed ínto smaller ones for which
calculatíons are perhaps feasible. Balances and average path lengths for
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each of the components can then be combined by using (B.8) repeatedly, to
yield the balance of the original routing graph.
The complexíty p of G is defined as the logarithm (at base 2) of the
number of paths in G, i.e.
p - log2 a . (B.9)
The complexity p has the following properties (see e.g. Willenborg, 1986):
1. PíG1~Gy)-P(G1)tp(GZ).
2. p(G1~GZ)-P(GZ~G1).
3. p(G-1)-p(G), where G-1 denotes the inverse routing graph of G.
4. p(G1)sp(GZ) if G1 is a sub-routíng graph of Gy.
S. p(Go)-0 if Ga is the point graph.
6. p is invariant under contractíons.
The measure p is an absolute measure of complexity. It might be convenient
to define a relative measure of complexity. This should express the
complexity of a routing graph G relative to the routing graph with the
highest complexity within a class of routing graphs which are naturally
associated with G. One such class consists of all routing graphs with the
same number of vertices as G possesses. (Another one is the class of
routing graphs with the same number of vertices as the maximal contraction
of G. But thís one is computationally somewhat inconvenient.) We refer the
interested reader to Willenborg (1986) for detaíls and some numerical
examples.
Remark B.1 Complexity measures have been introduced in various disciplínes
in which graph structures are used, such as chemistry (molecular
structures), biology (neuronal networks) or software engineering (flow
control graphs); see e.g. Karreman (1955), Rashevsky (1955), Trucco
(1956), Sabidussi (1959), Moshowitz (1968a, 1968b), Marshall (1971, pp. 235
ff.), McCabe (1976), Henry et al. (1981) and Harrison (1984) for examples.
~~~
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Apart from the balance and complexity there are other characteristics and
objects of interest with respect to the routing structure in a
questionnaire. We only mention the longest and the shortest path and their
respective lengths as examples. Furthermore, a questionnaire designer
might for example want to know whether there is a path from question v to
question w, and, if there is at least one such path, how many there are ín
toto. Such information, which is easy to calculate, should be provided by
the designing system he is using, upon hís request.
APPENDIB C. DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
In this appendix we shall discuss some aspects of discriminant analysis
(DA). This appendix is meant as a quick reference for the reader. More
extensive discussions can be found ín e.g. Mardia et al. (1982, ch. 11),
Hand (1982) and Titterington et al. (1985, section 5.7). References to
more specialized papers on DA are given below.
Let (R,E,p) be a probability space. Let pl,...,{~n be probability
measures defined on the measurable space (R,E), such that the density of pi
with respect to p ís given by hi: R-~ R, i~l,...,n, i.e. d~.ichidp. Suppose
that each hi corresponds to a subpopulation Ui of a population U~u1U1. Now
suppose that our task would be to classify an xER into one of these
subpopulations Ui in an 'optimal way' (to be explained below). A natural
way to proceed ís to propose the following decision criterion to allocate
an xER:
if h~(x)-maxi hi(x) then allocate x to U~, (C.1)
where we shall assume, here as well as in the sequel without explicitly
mentioning it, that we (randomly) choose an index if there are several
candidates. We shall call this criterion (C.1) the maximum likelíhood rule
for allocation of xER. This criterion gives all densities equal weight.
Suppose that, additionally, we would possess (estimates of) the mixture
weights fi of the densíties , which are such that E;f;-1 and Eif1hi(.)-h(.)
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for h: R~ R the population density of U. (So h is a finite mixture of
densities hi wíth mixture weights fi.) Then we could formulate the
following criterion, which also discounts the relatíve weights of the
densities:
if f~hj(x)-maxi fihl(x) then allocate x to U~. (C.2)
Formulating this criterion in terms of probabilities we obtain:
fsh~(x) fihi(x)
if - maxi then allocate x to U3.
~i fihi (x) ~s fshi (x)
(C.3)
We can interpret such a quotient as a posterior density, obtained by Bayes'
theorem from the mixture weights (fl,...,fn), interpreted as a prior
densíty, and the likelíhood h(xli)-hi(x). For this reason we shall call the
equivalent criteria (C.2) and (C.3) Bayes critería. All three criteria
(C.1) through (C.3) are deterministic, in the sense that if xl, xZ E R and
xl-x2 then xl and xZ will be allocated to the same subpopulation almost
surely, províded that (xERlthere are at least two indices i and j such that
hi(x)-h~(x)) or (xERlthere are at least two indices i and j such that
f1hi(x)-fih~(x)) (whatever applies) are neglegible with respect to the
reference measure u, which we shall assume.
We can generalize our deterministic criteria to randomízed discrimínant
rules as follows. Let rpl,..,~pn: R~ R be nonnegative functions which are
measurable with respect to p, and for which holds: Ei ~pi(x)-1 for every
xER. In other words (y~l,...,~p„) forms a partítion of unity. We can define
the following classification rule:
x is allocated to U~ with probability .p~(x). (C.4)
Special cases of thís rule are obtained when we take ~ps-fihí or ~p~-h~. It
is furthermore clear that the deterministic criteria above are special
cases of (C.4) as well. To obtaín e.g. (C.2) define
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( 1 íf f~h~(x) ~ max; f;h;(x),
~p~ (x) a { (C. S)
l 0 otherwise.
Then each rp~ is almost everywhere defined on R, in view of a condition
mentioned earlier, and is (R,E)-measurable.
We are now in a position to introduce a measure for the quality of a
classification criterion. For criterion (C.4) we can calculate the
probabílity ~p;~ of classifying an element from U; into subpopulation U~ as
follows (note that the integrals exist):
`P~,~ - .lx ~,~ (x)df~i (x)- .)x w~ (x)h; (x)dp(x) . (C.6)
An element of U; ís correctly classified wíth probability ~p;; and
incorrectly wíth the complementary probability 1-rp;;. The performance of a
classification procedure can be summarized in terms of the ~p;;. In fact the
set (~P11,...,'pnn), which exists for each classification rule, can be used
to partially order these rules, as follows. Let r and r' be
classifications with corresponding sets of correct classification
probabilities (~p;i) and (~pii) respectively. We shall say that r is at
least as good as r' íf ~p;;?~pí; for i~l,...,n, and r is better than r' if
at least one of these inequalities is strict. This leads to an optimality
criterion called admissibilíty: a classification rule r ís admissíble if
there is no rule r' better than r. It can be proved that rules such as
(C.1) through (C.3) are admissible (see e.g. Mardia et al., 1982, th.
11.2.2). If we have mixture weights f; available then we can formulate
another optimality criterion by considering the average correct
classification probability E; f;~p;;. It can also be proved that rules such
as (C.1) through (C.3) are still admissible when applying this criterion
(see Mardía et al., 1982, th. 11.2.3).
Denote the average correct classification probabilíty E; f;cpi; by ~ and
let qal-~. If we have a random sample of n individuals (e.g.
nonrespondents) from the population we may assume that the number of
correctly classífied among these is binomially dístributed with parameters
n and S, i.e. according to Bin(n,j'). So the expectation of the number of
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correctly classified individuals is nS and the variance of this nwnber is
nS(1-S).
The discussion above was based on exact probability densíties h; and
mixture weíghts fi, but in practíce these are often not available and have
to be estimated from a sample. Especially for continuous h; this may be a
nontrivial matter (see e.g. Tapia and Thompson, 1978). The estimation of
the fi is discussed in chapter 5 of the present book. See also Dempster et
al. (1977, sec. 4.3) and Titterington et al. (1985, sec. 4.3.2) for an
applicatíon of the EM algorithm to estimate the mixture weights fi. The
estimation of the h; is possible either on the basis of the response in the
sample or on the basis of this response plus (a part of) the allocated
nonrespondents. Which method should be chosen should depend on the
confidence one has in the correctness of the allocation of the
nonrespondents.
Another problem is the estimation of the (mís)classification
probabilities from a sample. If they are estimated from exactly the same
data that have been used to defíne the classification criteria then the
misclassification probabilíties are bound to be underestimated. A way out
of this problem is by not deríving these estimates from precisely the same
data, í.e. by applying a cross-validation or another nonparametric
resampling procedure, such as jackknifing or bootstrapping. In Efron
(1983) several such estimators are introduced and their performances are
investigated in some simulations, the results of which are reported in the
article. In this study the variable to be predicted is assumed to be
dichotomíc. One of the conclusions is that cross-validation gives nearly
unbiased answers but often with very high variability, particularly if the
training sample is small. The bootstrap estimators considered also have
little bias in their answers and furthermore low variability. In this
sense these estimators outperform cross-validation. Hand (1982, sectíon
5.2) also gives a presentation of the problem of correctly estimating
(mis)classification probabílities.
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An important parametric DA technique is based on logístic regression,
see e.g. Cox (1969), Anderson (1982) and Schmitz (1986). Nonparametric
techniques are discussed in Broffitt (1982).
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RERENTECHNISCHE ASPECTEN VAN DE VERWERKZNG VAN SURVEY DATA (Samenvatting)
In dit proefschrift wordt een conceptueel schema ontwíkkeld waarmee het
probleem van de geautomatiseerde verwerking van surveygegevens kan worden
beschreven. Centraal in dít schema staat de logísche structuur van een
vragenlíjst. Deze Zogische structuur bepaalt de randvoorwaarden waaraan de
verzameling antwoorden van respondenten dienen te voldoen.
In hoofdstuk 0 wordt een inleídíng gegeven in de problematíek van de
verwerkíng van survey data. Vooral wordt gewezen op de voordelen van een
andere organisatie van de werkzaamheden dan tradítioneel het geval is.
Speciaal wordt gewezen op de belangrijke ro1 díe de vragenlíjst híerbij
vervult. Het ís namelíjk het object waarin a11e relevante ínformatíe met
betrekkíng tot de bíj een survey te verzamelen data zijn opgeslagen.
Hierdoor wordt het mogelíjk allerlei benodigde programmatuur en andere bij
een steekproefonderzoek relevante entíteíten automatísch te genereren, met
behulp van specíaal daartoe ontwikkelde softwaregeneratoren. Te denken
valt híerbij aan papíeren vragenlíjsten, programma's voor handheld
computers of voor computers voor telefonisch íntervíewen, alsmede data
entry, data edíting en imputatíeprogrammatuur.
Bij het vervaardigen van zo'n vragenlijst is een ontwerper gebaat met
specíale software, welke naast ontwerpfaciliteíten ook de mogelíjkheíd
biedt tests op de correctheíd van de vragenlijst uit te voeren. Deze tests
hebben betrekking op zowel de de veríficatíe van de correctheid van de
formele structuur van een vragenlíjst (zoals gespecífíceerd door de
logísche structuur) a1s op het feítelíjk gebruík van een vragenlijst in het
ve1d. Dít Iaatste heeft be[rekkíng op semantische en pragmatísche aspecten
van een vragenlíjst.
In hoofdstuk 1 wordt de Zogische structuur van een vragenlíjst
gedefínieerd. Eerst worden de bouwstenen van iedere vragenlijst beschouwd,
namelíjk de afzonderlijke vragen. Vervolgens wordt de routeríngsstructuur
geYntroduceerd voor een specíaal type vragenlíjs[, namelíjk de Markovse
vregenlijst. In een dergelíjke vragenlijst hangt de overgang naar iedere
volgende vraag uítsluítend af van het antwoord op de laatstgestelde vraag.
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De vragenlíjsten díe in dit proefschrift beschouwd worden zíjn a11e
Markovs. Tenslotte wordt de editstructuur gedefínieerd. De combínatie van
routeríngs- en edítstructuur wordt aangeduíd als de Iogische structuur van
een vragenlíjst.
In hoofdstuk 2 worden een aantal tests besproken die betrekkíng hebben
op de logísche structuur ín een vragenlijst. In het bijzonder wordt
íngegaan op de 'worst-case' (rekentechnísche) complexíteít van deze testen.
Het blijkt dat de complexíteit van de meeste testen hoog ís, ín die zín dat
er waarschíjnlijk geen algoritmen bestaan die in alle mogelíjke gevallen de
met deze tests geassocieerde beslissingsproblemen op effíciënte wijze
oplossen.
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt data editing besproken, d.w.z. het (automatísch)
controleren van antwoorden van respondenten op consístentíe met de Iogísche
structuur van de vragenlijst welke gebruikt is om de antwoorden te
vergaren. Indien de antwoorden inconsistent blíjken te zíjn dient bepaald
te worden welke hiervan verwijderd kunnen worden om deze inconsistentíe op
te heffen. Dit verwíjderen komt neer op het vervangen van een antwoord
door een ontbrekende waarde. Deze veranderingen zijn zodanig dat een
verzamelíng antwoorden per respondent overblíjft die niet ín stríjd ís met
de logísche structuur van de vragenlijst. Mogelijk worden later voor
sommíge van deze ontbrekende waarden reguliere waarden íngewld, zodanig
dat een volledíg en consistent geheel aan antwoorden ontstaat.
Op grond van de definítíe van de Zogísche structuur ín een vragenlíjst,
zoals íngevoerd in hoofdstuk 1, ís het mogelijk het data edítingproces op
te splitsen ín dríe stappen. In de eerste stap wordt van íeder antwoord
gecontroleerd of het ín het toegestane bereik Iígt. In de tweede stap
wordt de routering gecontroleerd, en in de derde stap wordt nagegaan of de
antwoorden aan de edíts voldoen. De eerste stap ís tríviaal, de tweede is
met behulp van een dynamisch programmeringsalgoritme ín polynomiale tíjd op
te lossen, en de derde stap blijkt een hoge 'worst-case' (rekentechnísche)
complexiteit te hebben. Bij het bepalen van de verdachte antwoorden kan
gebruík worden gemaakt van foutmodellen, waaraan in hoofdstuk 3 ook eníge
aandacht wordt geschonken.
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In 6oofdstuk 4 wordt stilgestaan bij een tweetal aspecten díe te maken
heóóen met ontbrekende waarden ín bestanden. Deze aspecten zijn
bijvoorbeeld van óelang als men na het uitvoeren van data editing besluít
om geen reguliere waarden ín te vullen voor de ín dit proces a1s foutief
aangemerkte antwoorden. Aldus wordt men geconfronteerd met een onvolledig
óestand, d.w.z. een bestand met ontbrekende waarden ín de records. In de
eerste plaats is het van belang te weten welke ontbrekende waarden men ín
zo'n bestand kan aantreffen, in het licht van de ín dit proefschrift
ontwikkelde theorie. Híerbij dient men te bedenken dat ontbrekende waarden
onderscheiden kunnen worden op grond van de oorzaak voor ontbreken (b.v.
antwoord ten onrechte overgeslagen, antwoord in stríjd met een of ineer
edits, etc.). In de tweede plaats ís het belangrijk te weten ín welke zín
dergelijke bestanden afwijken van volledíge bestanden, índien men er
gegevens uit wíl halen door míddel van retrievals, of indien men er
bíjvoorbeeld mee wíl koppelen. Er worden víer óenaderingen gegeven om met
deze onvolledígheíd in bes[anden rekening te houden.
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een statistisch probleem óesproken, namelijk het
schatten van een (discrete) díchtheid uít onvolledig datamateriaal.
Enerzijds íllustreert dít een statístísch probleem waarmee men te maken
krijgt índien men onvolledíge bestanden gebruikt als basis voor
schattíngen. Anderzijds ís het schatten van een dichtheíd, a1s ín dit
hoofdstuk beschouwd, van specifiek belang voor hoofdstuk 6. In hoofdstuk 5
worden twee schattingsmethoden voor dít probleem óehandeld. Bij beide
benaderingen is het van belang te beschíkken over zekere nonresponskansen.
Derhalve wordt ook íngegaan op mogelíjke schattingsmethoden voor deze
grootheden.
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt aandacht besteed aan het completeren van een
onvolledig bestand met behulp van ímputatíe, d.w.z. substítutíe van
ontbrekende waarnemingen. Er worden twee aspecten van imputatíe óekeken,
een statistische en een rekentechnísche. Voor wat dít eerste aspect
betreft, wordt erop gewezen dat díscriminantanalyse een nuttige
statístísche techniek kan zíjn. Wat het rekentechnísche aspect betreft,
wordt íngegaan op het testen van de correctheíd van de specificatie van een
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verzamelíng ímputatíes bíj een vragenlíjst. Deze problematiek is verwant
aan díe m.b.t. functionele en meerwaardíge afhankelijkheden ín databases.
In hoofdstuk 7, tenslotte, wordt een aantal conclusíes geformuleerd en
wordt een aantal suggestíes gedaan voor mogelijk vervolgonderzoek.
STELLINGEN
behorende bij het proefschrift
COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS OF SURVEY DATA PROCESSING
van
L.C.R.J. Wíllenborg
STELLING 1 De suggestie van Synge om kansen op een ruimte van geschikte
krommen te defíni2ren om het 'probleem van het geworpen koord' te
behandelen, alsmede om modellen voor configuraties van macromoleculen af te
leíden, ís zinvol (zíe bijv. Kingman, 1982 en Willenborg, 1985).
Kingman, J.F.C., 1981, The thrown string (wlth díscussion), J. R. Statist.
Soc., ser. B, vol. 44, 209-138.
Wíllenborg, L.C.R.J., 1985, The thrown string: A Narkov fíeld approach,
Adv. Appl. Prob., vol. 17, 607-622.
STELLING 2 In de klassieke opvatting van de steekproeftheorie wordt teveel
de nadruk gelegd op de uniciteít van de populatie-elementen. In de praktijk
van statistische bureau's als het CBS is er bij een steekproefontwerp
meestal een zekere mate van uitwísselbaarheid van populatíe-elementen
voorhanden, op grond van partiële a príorí kennis. In een dergelijke
situatie, waarbij bovendien niet-uitwísselbare populatie-elementen
onafhankelijk van elkaar worden getrokken, zijn pathologische resultaten
als van Godambe (1955) - over het niet bestaan van UMVZ schatters voor
populatie-gemiddelden - onmogelijk. Wel staat dan de weg open voor het
gebruík van maximum likelihood en Bayesiaanse schattíngsmethoden.
Godambe, V.P., 1955, A unified theory of samplíng from finite populations,
J. R. Statíst. Soc., ser B, vol. 17, 269-278.
STELLING 3 Het doel bij de verhullíng van tabellen is niet slechts ervoor
te zorgen dat voor zekere verhulde celaantallen geen unieke oplossingen
bestaan, maar dat de oplossingsverzamelíng een zekere vorm en afineting
heeft.
STELLINC 4 De verifícatie van de consistentie van kennis opgeslagen ín
expertsystemen is een NP-lastig probleem (vgl. paragraaf 2.2.1 van dit
proefschrift). Ten onrechte wordt ín de literatuur over expertsystemen niet
over dít probleem gerept.
STELLING 5 De vaak gehoorde uítspraak dat een computer 'informatie'
verwerkt is misleidend, omdat gegevens slechts dan informatie voorstellen
índíen zij interpreteerbaar zijn en feítelijk ge~nterpreteerd worden in
ren zeker referentiekader. De kracht van een computer schuílt juist daarin
dat ínformatle kan worden aangeboden in een gemakkelijk manipuleerbare
vorm, waarbij voor de benodígde manipulatíes geen kennis nodig ís van enig
referentLekader. Ook de betekenís van de manipulaties zelf hoeft bij hun
uitvoering nLet begrepen te worden.
STELLINC 6 Het verdient aanbevelíng leerboeken waarin veel technísch-
wiskundige resultaten voorkomen zodaníg te schríjven dat eerst de íntuttíe
en motivering voor een onderwerp duídelijk worden gemaakt alvorens de
technísche resultaten zeif te presenteren. Sen (1984) moge als Lichtend
voorbeeld voor een dergelíjke aanpak dienen. Het relegeren van bewijzen
van stellingen naar appendíces is in dit verband onvoldoende en soms zelfs
niet wenselijk, nl. daar waar het om de technische resultaten zelf gaat.
STELLING 7 Toegepaste statistiek verhoudt zich tot mathematische statistiek
als landmeetkunde tot algebratsche topologíe.
STELLING 8 De bewering 'Formeln und Gesetze breiten Starrheit tiber das
Bíld der Natur. Zahlen ttlten.' ín Spengler (1983, p. 94) is onjuist.
Spertgler, 0., 1983, Der Untergang des Abendlandes, Umrisse einer
Morphologie der Weltgeschichte, Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag, Mifnchen.
STELLING 9 Gelet op het veelwldig gebruik van het woord 'aanname', in de
betekenis van 'veronderstelling', ín het dagelijkse spraakgebruik, dient
dit woord als een element van de Nederlandse taal te worden geaccepteerd,
en niet als germanísme te worden afgewezen, te meer omdat het bijbehorende
werkwoord wel reeds tot het Nederlands gerekend wordt.
STELLINC 10 Een landschap leert men slechts dan kennen wanneer men er
lopend doorheen trekt.
STELLING 11 Het biedt momenteel voordelen de omvang van een proefschrift te
beperken tot 360 KB.
Sen, A.K., 1984, Collectíve choice and social welfare, North-Nolland,
Amsterdam.
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